THIS IS VICTORY YEAR

The

ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

The Rotary Club

Sees Beautiful Colored Pic
tures Illustrating State
Of Maine

and then some scenes of these same
trees, taken the following day, laden
with light snow. Snow laden trees
were taken at the residences of
Allan F. MoAlary. Mrs. Clarence E.
Daniels. Louis A. Walker, and final
ly the Talbot home* on Talbot
avenue. Mrs. Talbot's lecture, ac
companying the pictures, was re
plete with clever description and
charming humor. Mr. Talbot oper
ated the projection machine.
Albert Havener, High School stu
dent, was at the piano in the ab
sence of Rotarian Stafford M. Cong
don, away on his wedding trip.
Kelley B. Crie led the clttb song
service. President Joseph W. Rob
inson read a letter from the secre
tary of the Chamber of Commerce
concerning the Municipal Govern
ment research project, and remark,
on this matter were made by E. Carl
Moran.
Fifty-four were present, including
Rotarians H Nelson McDougall of
Portland and J. M. Acheson of Au
gusta; and five guests, Mr. Talbot.
Mr. Havener and A. B. Wettengel
of Rockland; Howa-d D. Butler oi
Augusta, and L. S. McELwee of
Union.

Rotarians and their guests were
^delightfully entertained Friday by
Mrs. Willianl D. Talbot, who showed
a remarkable series of still colored
pictures of State of Maine scenes,
many of them taken in the Penob
scot Bay region.
iMrs. Talbot, introduced by Rev.
John Smith Lowe, D. D., first
showed pictures taken at the Round
Pond Summer heme of Dr. and Mrs.
Lowe, and then followed in quick
succession scenes of quarries, our
public landing, the Presidential ves
sel the “Potomac” taken in August,
1941 at Tillson's wharf, accompany
ing cruisers .in the harbor, the
.Breakwater, Owl's Head, several
Restates at Camden and Rockport.,
showing wonderfully beautiful flow
er gardens. Port Knox and Seaboard
Paper Co. mill at Bucksport, amaz
ing reflection scenes at Birch Har
bor and other scenes taken at
Schoodic Point, West Jonesport,
Salmon Palls and Screw Augur
Rockland Lodge, B.PO.E., will
Falls.
Particularly Interesting were the nominate oflicers at tonight's meet
scenes of Fall foliage taken one day, ing. No supper.

ELKS CLUB

BIRTHDAY PARTY

ST. PATRICK’S

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

. Dancing Party
LADLES’ NIGHT

Friday, March 17

Elks and Guests
Admission 50c plus tax
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LEGION HALL
SCALLOP STEW
by Howard Dunbar

Come up and have a
Good Time
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DEMONSTRATION
of Great Importance
to all Homemakers

In Air-Combat Team

MEETINGS

Tenant’s Harbor Boy Re
ceives Personal Commen
dation After Training

CAMDEN

1

Voters Made Short Shrift of War
rant—McCobb Again Heads
Selectmen

No controversy, adjournment at
2.30—less than hour fcr disposal ot
the warrant—a streamlined * townmeet.ng was the story on municipal
government yesterday in

Camden.

Chairman cf the Selectmen, Clay
ton R McCcbfo, again heads this
group with a vote of 126. Clarence
M. Thomas received 120; Maurice
E. Payson. 118; Rollo M. Gardner,
112; and John W. E. Fellon, 112,
making up the board of five.
The brevity cf the meeting was
due in part to the absolute faith
which the voters reposed in the
judgment of the Budget Committee,
all of whose reccmmenda tions were
adopted The appropriations were:
Charles A. Coolbroth, Jr., of Ten
ant’s Harbor, who has been per
sonally commended.

U. S. Naval Air Station. Jackson
ville, Fla. Ordnanceman-gunner
Charles A. Coolbroth, Jr., Aviation
Ordnanceman 3d class, of Tenant’s
Haibor, was one of ten men to re
ceive the personal commendation of
his commanding officer for excel
lence in his studies upon graduation
from a course in aerial gunnery and
is now assigned to an aviation train
ing squadron for final operations
.instruction.
The 18-year-old petty officer will
now serve in the dual role of avi
ation ordnanceman and aerial gun
ner as a result of this training ani
a previous course in ordnance at
the Memphis, Tenn., naval school.
To combine these courses, gun
nery and ordnance, Coolbroth is
new training at a Naval Air Oper
ational Training Command station
under.simulated combat conditions
as a member of an air-combat
team.
He is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Coolbroth of Tenant's
Harbcr.
Graduation certificates were pre
sented the ten horror graduates by
Commander E. E. Dolecek com
manding offlcer of the gunners
school, who praised them for their
excellent classroom grades and fir
ing range marksmanship.

Salaries of elective

officers

physical education ,$400; industrial
and vocational education, $3,300,

total, $4,S00.
Police department, $2,500.
Public Library, $2,000
Pire Department, $9,000, of which
$2,000 will be used for ambulance
service.
Hydrant service, $5,600.
Street lighting, $4,800.
Support of poor, $1,000.
Veterans and blind, $50.
Dependent children, $3,000.
District nurse, $500.
Arey-Heal Post, to include pur
chase of new flag, $125.
Mountain cemetery, $600.
Sidewalks, $100.
Street cleaning, $300.
Sewers and catch basins, $400.
Breaking roads and removing
snow, $3,000.
Maintenance of State and State
Aid roads, $2,000.
Maintenance of third class roads,

$500.
Care of shade trees, $500.

DON’T FORGET!

MASQUERADE

Two contests, salary increases for
two officers, and four differences of
opinion cn budget committee rec
ommendations, made for active do

NIGHT CLERK WANTED

“

ings at the Vinalhaven town meet-

AT

M.

THORNDIKE HOTEL

I FREE ADMISSION I
Newest
Notes on

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

Yeast Breads

The ease with which tasty yeast rolls, coffee cakes, quick-breads
and similar baked goods may be made will feature Miss Girard’s
step-by-step baking demonstrations in this Electric Cooking
Sohooi. Sh© will also explain how enriched flour with its added
B-vitamins and food iron makes today's breads extra-nutritious;
and point out how both shortening and butter go farther when
used for delicious breadstuffs. Miss Girard says that flour is the
best food friend of those who mast watch the budget closely.
Come and learn why!
HOME SERVICE

—DEPARTMENT

CENTR
POWE
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COMMODIOUS NEW OFFICES AT

21 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND
OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE

19tf
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

*

<

WE NEED MORE AND MORE

HELP

FOUR CENTS A COPY

lots totaled 57 as against 30 for La- ,
mont Oakes. All other officials were
ie-eleoted thus: Clerk. Alton E. Lib
by; selectmen, Harland A. Town

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS
ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

PLEASANT WORK

For Details Phone

1106-M, ROCKLAND
21*lt

THE LAFAYETTE PACKING CO.
53 OCEAN ST.
TEL. 1271
ROCKLAND
Successors to Ramsdell Packing Co.
21-22
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When Austin W. Smith unlocked
the Glover Company’s store door
yesterday morning there was a far
away look on his genial counte
nance. Por it was exactly 59 years
ago that morning that he had first

A GENUINE OPPORTUNITY
FOR SOME BOY OR GIRL
To le&ra a trade and have a fine position in our

THIS IS AN ESSENTIAL INDUSTRY

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

The Black Cat

L. Winslow; treasurer, Leon W. San
born; school committee, Harry Wil
son; collector of taxes, Leo W. Lane;
chief ctf fire department, Ernest J.
Ciayter. Clyde Bickford as trustee
on the Port District replaces Ralph
L. Brown whose term expired this
year. New names on the budget
committee are those of E. G. Car
ver and C. L Bcman.
An increase of $50 was voted for
the treasurer’s salary; and ctf $100
for the salary of the chief of the
fire department. Another boost to
estimated figures came about
through voting $1000 for tarring
roads whereas the budgeteefs had
suggested $300 Hitherto, this town
has built and repaired its sidewalks
with tar but the citizens consider
that cement will be more durable
and for that purpose appropriated
$1,000; the committee had men
(By The Roving Reporter)
tioned $250. Tarring roads will also
be alloted more funds than was
Mrs. Leonard O. Packard of performed that act. He is Main
originally calculated^—$1000 as op Needham, Mass, writes: "Did you street's “Old Reliable,” always on
posed to $300.
hear the announcer on an early the job for 59 consecutive years,
The sum of $50 was raised to re broadcast last Saturday say, ‘On and always ready with a pleasant
pair fountains at Wyvern Coombs the neutrality issue Ireland will word a pleasant wave for his
Square and Robert Cassie Square, Stand pat ?”
friends.
this figure being voted after varied
— o—
What crooked Rockland street
discussions, as the budget group had
1 have been entrusted with Jap
not considered this essential. De anese money, the ’value of which I was laid out from a cowpath.
spite increases over the amounts do not know, by Mrs. Charles Bod Quite a few guessed my conundrum
recommended, the total appropria man of 33 Lawn avenue. Rockland, correctly, but others were far away.
tions of $33,897 97 are less by $205- who received it from her sons Limerock street, to be sure.
03 than those of last year.
George and William, who are with
AS in the case of nearly every the Marines in the Southwest Pa • There are a few things which
town, the bulk of monies will go cific. One of the bills “Occupa have been overlooked thus far in
to the schools a total of about $12,- tional currency” such as that which the month of M^rch. Earthquakes
000 to be expended for this purpose. is used in the Philippines. The and cyclones, for instance.
Roads and bridges will receive other is a Japanese sen. What
The Chinese charge the Axis with
$1,500; support of poor, $1,800; doc happened to the original owner
being responsible for 16 crimes
tor’s subsidy, $1,500;
portable was not stated.
which reminds me of a stage joke
pumper for fire department, $1000;
I heard at Farwell Opera House
Sea Coast Mission nurse work, $200;
The birthday which Mrs. Ade more than 30 years ago. A poker
painting outside town hall , $400. laide Adelman, popular hostess at
game was in progress when one of
The sum of $331.47 was voted for the Thorndike Hotel observed
•j the players suddenly quit his
expenses incurred for tools and ma Wednesday was made doubly happy
chair declaring that he was all
terial by Friends Work Camp on by the receipt of a message from done. “Why?” asked one of the
school grounds and town hall. A her brother, Sgt. Maurice Shep others. “Oh, for seven reasons,”
resuscitator for the fire department herd, who is with our armed forces was the reply. “Name them.’ “Well
will be bought at a cost of $388. The ln Italy. Although mailed three first of all I haven’t any more
fire department and forest fires weeks ago it arrived in Rockland money.” “Never mind the other
were also granted $800, hourly pay exactly on Mrs. Adelman's birthday. six,” interrupted his interrogater.
of 65 cents to be made to the fire
Judge Robert A. Cony of Au And like the 16 Axis crimes; any
men for service and practice. This
one of them is sufficient for the
rate was also voted for the workers gusta who was in the city yester ending of the Axis existence.
day on official business, took time
on town roads.
out for a call upon David’ G. Hodg
Adjournment was made at 2 30.
Town Clerk John L. Tewksbury
kins, who was reporting for the
of Camden, well versed on local
Star when Judge Cony was setting
as well as ancient history, brought
UNION
type for that paper. The years
me up on the sharp turn for as
rolled) back for some highly inter
Town Meeting Takes Initial Steps
serting that if Mrs. Ruth Elling
esting reminiscences.
Toward Construction of
wood was nominai^tedl for Repre
Town Hall
to
Legislature
she
Now that the local basketball sentative
would
be
the
first
woman
Legis

championships have been settled
In a quiet session which ad
lative
candidate
in
Knox
County.
journed at 1 o’clock, the town of there remains only the presidential John reminds me that Mrs. Inez
Union laid th© groundwork for con election and war’s end as matters Crcsby of Camden was a candidate
siderable future activity by the of great moment.
for that office in 1932.
appointment of committees. Por the
—OMrs. Carrie Waltz of Broadway
first time in its civic management, recalls: That the old Rockland
It is now Town Meeting time and
a budget committee was voted for, postofifice was a small building on interest, plus admiration, is fre
this to consist of 12 citizens to the comer of Main and Limerock quently expressed when publication
be named later by the Selectmen.
streets where the Comer Drug is made of outstanding achieve
A building committee to arrange Store is now located; that a pri ments of tax collectors in neighbor
for construction of a Town Hall, vate school, taught by Thomas K. ing towns. Since Thomaston’s an
under terms of the will of the late Osgood stood on the site of the nual meeting date is later than
Moxie magnate, Mr. Thompson, present WoolWorth block, comer of many towns, it is new too early to
will likewise be appointed by the Main and School streets. The old publish results for the 1943 collec
selectmen. A third committee will postoffice, Mrs. Waltz says, now tion, although it is certain an ex
supervise erection of a Service
stands on the comer of Pine and cellent showing will be made by
Honor Roll, James Dornan, J. C. Maverick streets, occupied by a Alfred M. Strout, the present tax
Creighton and Dr. Milton C. Larrabee family.
collector. The record of Stephen
Stephenson to comprise this group.
A. Lavender, collector of the 1942
The sum of $6 50 was involved
What is it that has two heads taxes, was the best of any for many
in an article for reimbursement of but no brains? asks a resident of years. A total of only $51.29 re
alleged overpayment of taxes by a Quality Hill. Just so you don’t mains uncollected.
South Union resident. Comments waste time puzzling on it the an
and remarks gathered into a lively swer is ‘‘a’ barrel.”
Charles H. Morey has recently
debate on this question but in tha
been elected chairman of the board
final decision, the article was
When Charles C. Wotton “hit the of deacons of the First Baptist
oassed over. hay’’ in the early hours of Sunday Church, succeeding Vesper A. Leach,
(Continued on Page ^our)
morning it was with the comfort who has served as chairman 16
able feeling that his strenuous la years. Joseph W. Robinson was
bors as basketball referee were over elected secretary. ..The board will
for the season. His last game de meet regularly the first Wednesday
GUNS FOR SALE cided the State championship, of January, March, May, July. Sep
Waterville High defeating Portland tember and November.
High in Portland. Charlie Wotton
• THREE SHOT GUNS
is today the best known and best
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
liked sports official in the State.
ONE RIFLE
Ammunition Included

GOOD PAY

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 21.

send, Clinton L. Calderwood. Sidney

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Is Now Located In His

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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WOMEN AND GIRLS

ALAN L. BIRD

/

Good Wages *
Pleasant Conditions
Applicant Must Be Sober and Dependable!

, ing where Orrin V. Drew waved the
gavel as veteran moderator.
) Alexander Christie who has been
acting constable since the resigna
tion of Eugene Sprague, won this
post for another year by a vote of
40, his opponent. Alfred Orcutt re
ceiving 27. The other contested
post, that of road commissioner,
went to Ivan Calderwood whose bal-

TO PRODUCE VITAL FOODSTUFF

HOME AT LAST!

ATTORNEY AT LAW

i:

as follows:
' “To see if the town will vote to
accept the gift of a bronze tablet,
worded as follows: ‘Except a man be
born of wateT and of the Spirit, he
cannot enter the Kingdom of God.
John 3, 5. Scientifically these words
signify that all earthly activities
ctf mortal man inductively react to
the spiritual sphere of immortal
life.” The same to be properly
placed upon the campus of the High
School, and endowed with a suffi
cient fund for its perpetual care.
The voters accepted the commit
tee’s recommendation that the town
does not accept this tablet because
it might lead to the establishment
of a precedent.
Unique for its brevity and unique
for its lack of argument the Cam
den town meeting thus passed into
history.
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COOKING SCHOOL
2.15 P.

to exceed $1,600.
Article 41 read

Alexander (Christie and Ivan Calder
wood Winners (of the (Only
Contests

Chicago, Illinoii, in a Modern Electric

HALL

board was recommended, the mem-

Bers to be approved by the select
men.
Article 45 was accepted with
thanks. Reread:
“To see if the town will vote to
accept a deed from the Applachian
Mountain Club (on the receipt ol
an offer from tha/t Club) of the
Club's ten acres (more or less) ol
land on the summit of Ragged
Mountain, to be held in trust for
the benefit of the public, said land
to revert to the Applachaln Moun
tain Club if the land ever ceases to
be used for the benefit of the pub
lic’’
It was voted to sell the part of the
Carl Cole lot fronting on Mountain
street, reserving for the town the
use of tiie river frontage
9
It was voted to buy the Spear lot
adjacent to the Opera House lot on
Washington street, at a price not

VINALHAVEN

FRIDAY, MARCH 17

of the WHEAT FLOUR INSTITUTE

MASONIC

Care of public beach, $300.
Town dump. $1,200
Flpat, $50.
Y. M. C. A., $750.
C. C. Hospital. $1,000
Retirement plan for employes.
$1370.
Capital Reserve Fund for con
struction of new school building at
some future date $2,000. It was also
recommended that the selectmen,
at the end of the fiscal year 1944,
add to the Reserve Fund any bal
ance not desired carried forward or
any surplus which in their opinion,
can be credited to this fund.
The establishment of a planning

BALL

K. OF P. HALL, ROCKLAND

MISS PAULINE M. GIRARD

and

incidental expenses, $9,500
Interest on town debt, $900.
Town debt. $15,100.
Pire and liability insurance, $2500
Pot loans not to exxceed $50,000 ln
the aggregate, $700.
General suhool expenses, $38,000.
School repairs, $599; health de
partment, $4C0; equipment, $300;

s .

Featuring—

Gazette

TUESDAY
ISSUE

DRY CLEANING DEPARTMENT
Apply at the Laundry

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 170
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If I had my Ufe to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

FAREWELL
There’s a place where the trail of men
divides,
Through the mist of earth born davs;
Where the infinite mind of Ood de
cides
And directs who goes, who stayB,
Somewhere we meet, In this earthly
span
For a purpose that heaven, knows;
And then again tn heaven’s plan
One stays and another goes.
We meet each other and leam to love
In the way that the Master told;
Together we strive to live above
The way that is lone and oold.
Sword to sword and shield to shield
We meet wlth«a haughty foe;
Tin the trumpet calls to another field,
And some of us have to go.
We never may guess
when we part
below
How soon till the Journey ends;
But lt helps a lot for us each to knew
When we part that we part as friends.
And though the path cf duty lies
Through many a changeful fate,
We'il hope to meet heath fairer Bkles
At Heaven's beautiful gate!
j
—Selected

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

I love them that love Me;and

those that seek Me early shall find
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Me.—Prov. 8:17.
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
(Br
a. F.)

Book Review

k.

[EDITORIAL]
Storms and Shipwrecks of New
England;; author, Lieut. Edward
We were so deeply impressed with an
Rowe Snow.
EDITOR
editorial which appeared in last week's
HIBBS’
issue cf the Saturday Evening Post that we
* In this remarkably well told
EDITORIAL wired Ben Hibbs, the editor, for permission
story of the storms and shipwrecks,
to feprint it—a request which was promptly
valiant and persevering research has
and couiteously granted. And here it is:
been followed in a tireless effort
THE SATURDAY EVENING POST BELIEVES:
tc fathom every clue. Here is found
1. That it is high time for a change in the National Ad
ministration.
authentic history long needed, well
• The Pest does net subscribe tc the doctrine that any one
handled.
man, or any group of men, is indispensable to our national
wel'are, to the prosecution of the war cr to the solution of
One feels tire salt spray of the
world problems after the war. It does believe that the New
ocean well mixed with the nib of
Deal has been too long in power; that it has grown arrogant;
the writer's pen as he thrills the
that its policies of unlimited spending and unlimited bureau
cracy eventually would lead to the destruction of democratic
reader with graphic and clear pic
government; that its constant encroachment on individual
tures of wrecks and the wildness in
freedom and private enterprise is a growing threat to the
sea battles. Tlie book is illustrated
American way of life.
with numerous pictures of great
2. That an able Republican candidate, standing on a
forthright and enlightened platform, would have a better than
value to historians of^his coast
fifty-fifty chance of winning the Presidency next November.
The Yankee Publishing Company
3. That, despite this hopeful outlook, there is grave dan
of Boston have done an artjstic
ger that Republican leadership may fumble the ball. Un
piece of work in both bindin/ and
happily, there is undeniable evidence that certain G. O. P.
leaders have mistaken public impatience with the minor irri
printing; with super excellent in
tations of war for an inexorable tide which will sweep just any
illustrations.
Republican, on any kind of platform, into office. This is the
The book is ripe with local in
sort of complacency which loses elections. It is the sort of
thinking which, even in the case of party victory, betrays the
terest; men from St. George, the
nation.
Cranberry Islands, Mount Desert,
4. That there are, within Republican ranks, several men
and the historic tale of the Mount
of courage, intelligence and ability who would lead the party
Desert widow and little boy. The
through this political year with hener—and quite possible to
victory.
chapter on the loss of the “Royal
5. That if. instead of one of these, the G. O. P. com
Tar” will bring tongues alive to
promises on a second-rater and rests its case on a platform of
memories of those wild days. 1836
expediency and pussyfooting—or on a program of dreary
iwas the year of this wreck, with an
reaction—then it probably will throw away its best chance in
twelve years. And may God help this country!
entire circus aboard.
When fire
To those who believe that a Republican victory is prac
started frem overheated empty
tically in fhe bag. no matter how the party behaves, the Post
boilers, pandemonium broke loose, as
recommends the blunt logic cf Stanley High's article, which
all animals became frantic.
begins on the preceding page.
Ben Hibbs.
Maine has been celebrated for her
The Stanley High article, to which reference is made in
brave and staunch seamen all
the final paragraph of the Post editorial, is, of course too
lengthy for republication here, and no brief abstract could do
through tlie century of heaviest
justice to his elaborate analysis of the national political situ
shipping, but storms have not left
ation. Millions have read the article, and to these locally
her men free from wrecks. The
who have not done so gees the recommendation that they lose
illustration of the Royal Tar ablaze
no time in following suit.
✓
off Pox Island Thoroughfare, with
The Courier-Gazette is in full accord with the premises of
the elephant swimming from the
the Pest editorial—that it is high time for a change, that an
burning ship, and the water about,
able Republican candidate stands better than an even chance
full of animals, people and parts
of
winning next November, and that there are manifest pitof the burning wreck, is a fearful
falls
in the pathway of Republican success. These views we
sight.
have
aired
repeatedly while not a few good, substantial Re
Rockland, Bangor, Deer Isle,
publicans
w
’
ere echoing that old bromide that nobody could
Damariscove, Cushing and Mussel
defeat Roosevelt while the war is on. •
Ridges, Castine and many other
We have no quarrel with the President’s war policies, and
points near us are given exxcellent
stand behind his war efforts 100 percent, but were these poli
oversight through the years as they
cies shaped by the President alone, or should much of the
slip along into history.
credit go to his brilliant advisors—.Republican as well as
Of the 141 vessels wrecked, at this
Democratic? If all the credit belongs to Franklin D. Roose
time, known, were 456 persons who
velt why the necessity of advisors?
lost their lives. Much data is given
The Post editorial says there are “several” men who
—much that is new in print. Lieut.
cculd lead the party with honor—and quite possibly' to victory.
Snow has the most accurate list of
Would that we had the power to correctly gauge Editor
Maine shipwrecks yet compiled. All
Hibbs’ thoughts when he wrote the word “several.” The plain .
this data gives great historical value
implication is “more than two.” as Webster defines it, hence
to the volume, along with exciting
■he considers at least cne other possible candidate than Dewey
mastery, as a thriller in telling the
or Willkie. Who? And whom did Editor Hibbs have in mind
tales. Much of legendary lore is
when he spoke cf compromising on a "second-rater.” Many
brought out in this volume belong
readers of his splendid editorial, cannot refrain from specu
ing to the Cape Cod coast.
lation.
His story of Che storm when the
The choice of a third man—even a “seccnd-rater” might
Steamer “Portland” went down 1s
be the result cf the Republican National Convention, not be
full up with material new and deep
cause of the delegates' desire, but because of the convention
ly Interesting. In fact, this book
might become hopelessly deadlocked and in the heat of June,
after days of vociferation and futile argument, the dele
is packed with vital records of the
gates may weary of emulating Tennyson's brock. Like every
coast wrrecks, told with a master
body else we have our preferences but do not see how the con
hand. In the storm known as the
vention could go far astray through teh selection cf any of
Portland gale of 1898, Rockland
the candidates prominently mentioned.
Harbor saw the Steamer Hurricane
Stanley High cites numerous causes for Republican pessi
go to pieces in her waters Report
mism.
but there remain two reasons for inspirational optim
ing this in a letter, a relative ol
ism.
One
is the trend which has been so consistently mani
Lieut. Snow said she watched the
festing
itself
the past year in national politics; the other is
breaking up of the wreck and said it
the apparent refusal of further subserviance to the woozywas all very quickly kindling wood
headed domestic policies which are defeating the aims of
The book is full of names of ves
small
business and destroying individual ambition. Victory
sels we of today remember. He gives
may
not
be "in the bag" but no powerful lens is needed to
a gripping story of the wreck of the
discern it.
City of Rockland. The gale that
took the Steamer "Portland” in
beauty should own.
den. Mrs. C. V. Overman of Rock
1898 is called the worst storm of the
Kathleen
S.
Fuller.
port was guest speaker, her subject,
century-.
"A
Minister's Day.” Her informal,
This is a book every one who
interesting
talk on this topic was
loves the sea and its storm and
GRANGE CORNER greatly enjoyed. A "musical geog
raphy quiz” was conducted by Mrs.
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
ft ft ft ft .
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Mary Nash.
News Items from all of the Pa
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Mrs. Anna Hardy, 4-H Club agent,
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
here.
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
spoke
of club werk ia this county
and other person® having Taxable Prop
erty within said City, to make ana
and State, and cf its achievements,
bring ln to 6ald Assessors true and per
Limerock Valley Pomona met toucliing also on the club demon
fect lists of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, ln writing Saturday with St. George Grange
strations at Farm and Home week in
Including all property held ln trust
as Guardian. Executor, Administrator. Members were present from seven Orono. A reading and remarks
Trustee or otherwise (except as ls by subordinate Granges in this juris
law exempt from taxation) which they
about club work were given by Mrs.
also representatives
were possessor of on the first day of diction and
Sara Young of Camden. Followed a
April, 1944. and to be prepared to Make
from Knox and Waldo Pomonas.
Oath to the truth of the same.
song "Auld Lang Syne” by ®all;
And they are particularly requested
.This program was presented in stories by F. L. S» Morse; highlights
to notify the Assessors of the names
of all persons of whom they have the afternoon: Song, "Work for the
of Farm and Heme Week by Harold
bought or to whom they have sold tax
able property since the first day of night is coming;” address cf wel rii Nash; riddles and story, Evelyn
April, 1943.
And for the purpose of Receiving come, Lillian Rackliff, chaplain ol Cunningham; reading, Mary Ames;
said lists and making transfers of all host Grange: response, Harold H.
closing thought, Evelyn Cunning
property bought or sold, the under
signed will be ln session at the Asses Nash of Megunticook Grange, Cam- ham.
sors’ Room. No. 7. City Building, from
nine to twelve o'clock ln the forenoon,
Supper was served by the host
and from two to four o'clock in the
afternoon of each day.
Grange The evening program was
SATURDAY. MONDAY. TUESDAY.
in charge of Mrs. Emma Kinney and
APRIL 1. 3. 4. 1944
consisted ctf musical numbers, read
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
ministrators, Trustees or Guardian*
ings and informal talks.
The statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a

SEAT COVERS

true and perfect list of all taxable
property ln your possession to date of
April 1. 1944. otherwise it will be taxed
as the statute provides, and any per
sonal examination of property by the
Assessors wlU not be considered as a
waiver of neglect ot any person ln
bringing ln a true and perfect list as
required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a
tax according to the laws ot the State
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication either to the Assessors or
County Commissioners for any Abate
ment of Taxes, unless such person off
ers such list with his application and
satisfies the Assessors that be was un
able to offer lt at the time appointed.
A. J. BIRD. Chairman
RALPH H. TRIM.
WILLIAM SANSOM.
Assessors of Rockland
Rockland, Malar. March l. 19«

.

,
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Save the interior of your

Cpl. Harlan H. Bragdon hks re
turned to Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
He was called home by tlie serious
illness of his sister, Mrs. Joel Haynes
of Ellsworth. Mrs. Bragdon of Long
Cove accompanied her husband to
Ellsworth.
—
• • • •
Charles Alton Cavanaugh, Jt., of
West street, Rockport,* son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh, was
one of the ten 17-year-cld Maine
youth who successfully met the re
quirements for enlistment in the
U. S. Marine Corps aneflwere sworn
into the service at Portland. He
was placed on inactive status to
await orders to go to Parris Island,
S. C., for his recruit training.
Cavanaugh’s father is an inspec
tor on the staff of the State Depart
ment of Agriculture. His brother,
Sgt. Frederick Cavanaugh, is serv
ing in the Army in Italy. He at
tended Rockport High School where
he played on the school baseball
and basketball teams.
• • • •
February produced the largest
volume of WAVES applications of
anj month during the first full year
of recruiting for the Women’s Heserve in the State of Maine, and it
is hoped that each succeeding
month this year will continue to
show’ increases. Navy Recruiting
Officer E. J. Watts will be in Rock
land again on Friday to interview
all persons interested in obtaining
information concerning enlistment
in the U. S. Navy or Women's Re
serve. Recruiting Officer Watts wfll
be on duty frem 9 a. m. until 1.30
p. m. at the U. S. EmploymentOffice.
• * • •
Nathan Fuller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Seymour Fuller of St. George,
who recently enlisted in the Navy,
is receiving his bo Jt-training in
New York. His address is: Nathan
Earl Fuller, AJS.. Co. 1C2, U.S.N.T.S..
Sampson, New York.
• • *» •
Sgt. Almon N. Young has returned
to Manchester, N. H„ after spend
ing a few days at his home cn Pur
chase street.
• • • •
Pfc. John Alley, who has been in
service overseas three years is
spending a 20-days’ leave wlith his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
Alley of 22 Otis street, Rockland.
• * * *
Mrs. Alice Vasso of Rockland has
received wend that her son, Pvt.
Joseph D. Vasso has arrived over
seas and is somewhere in England.
• • • •
Aviation Cadet Roderick P.
Crandall, UJ5.N.R., son of Hezekiah
W. Crandall of 17 Lindsey street,
Rockland, is keeping busy at pres
ent with tests at Chapel Hill, N. C.
He wrote his father recently,
“Sounds like you might be going to
have some Spring after all up there,
from your letters. All the trees
down here are budding and some
flowers are in bloom.” Roderick
graduated from Islesboro High
School and attended the University
of Maine two years. He has had
training at Williiaims College, Wil
liamstown, Mass., and Roanoke Col
lege. Salem, Va. His address is:
U. S. Navy Pre-Flight School, Bat
tery 43, Oc, A. Plat. 3, Graham
Hall, Room 219, Chapel Hill, N C.
Word comes that Wesley Milli
gan is missing in action in Ger
many. Hei s a son of William Milli
gan formerly of Rockland.

• • • »
A cablegram has been received by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Stenger of
Friendship advising that their son, j
Cox Charles E. Stenger. has arrived
well and safe overseas.
• • • •
Pfc. Donald V, Denniscn of Spruce

YEP,

Head, is missing in action in Italy
since* Jan. 30. His father, William
Victor Dennison, received the infor
mation Sunday frpm the Secretary
of War. Dennison, 19 years of age,
was accepted for service in the
army April 3, 1943. His mother is
not living.
Says* Liquid Fertilizer
Increases Crop Yield

A conservative estimate is that
•‘changing from dry to liquid ferti
lizer would increase the nation's an
nual production of tomatoes by 200
to 500 thousand tons,” Wallace S.
Moreland, assistant to the president
of Rutgers university, declared.
Mr. Moreland said that two sci
entists who pioneered in liquid ferti
lizer research, Dr. Victor A. Tiedjens and Prof. Lyman G. Schermerhorn of the New Jersey agricultural
experiment station at Rutgers, also
believe “liquid fertilizer would in
crease our sweet potato crop by 10
to 20 million bushels.”
•'They are of the opinion that
equally significant increases could
be obtained with many another
vegetable crop,” Mr. Moreland said,
“nils method of fertilization is one
that can be utilized with equal facili
ty by the commercial vegetable
grower and the Victory gardener
For each, liquid fertilizer is the key
to more food from the same crop
area at lower cost.”
“You take any chemical fertilizer
that we are accustomed to apply to
the soil in the dry state, mix it with
water, and you have liquid fertiliz
er,” he explained. He said there is
“less plant injury from fertilizer,”
because the roots are not burned,
and “bigger crops from the same
area, and less fertilizer is required
to make the bigger crop.” Experi
ments have proved this, he said.

We have a complete stock

of Seat Covers to fit any
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Origination of Feasting

Feasting has always been an im-'
portant part of the wedding cere-'
mony. Among some ancient tribes;
a man and woman eating together
signified they were married. The
wedding cake is always an impor
tant part of the wedding feast. The
English wedding cake of early times
was small spiced buns. The guests
would make a huge pyramid of
these buns in the middle of the table ~
and force the bride and groom to tr^Be
and kiss over them. If they suc
ceeded it meant lifelong prosperity.
At one wedding a French cook be
came greatly irritated because the
small buns kept falling off the top,
so he solved that difficulty at the
next wedding by producing one
large, pyramid-s>^>ed cake.
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Excessive Exercise Not Fatal
College athletes do not shorten

their lives by excessive exercise, ac
cording to Dr. Louis Dublin, statis
tician. Over a period of 20 years he
has compared the deaths of 5,000 col
lege athletes with an equal number
of men of the same age who were
healthy enough to secure life insur
ance and has reached the conclusion
that exercise has not injured collegd^
athletes.
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BurdeU's Dress Shop. Winter
Dresses reduced1 to $495. $7.96 and
$10.95. Misses, Junior and1 Women s
sizes.adv.
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We have many inquiries from
prospects who want to buy orA^,
rent MAINE PROPERTY. If *
you have a farm, summer cot
tage, village home, or small busi
ness for sale (or rent), Write to
day fcr information. We will
help you find a buyer.
Dept. Y, Real Estate

Beano, G.aJ
p. m., March j

Service Division

MAINE PUBLICITY
BUREAU

For

depeil

call the Radii
617 Main str,
line.

Portland 4, Maine

(A low-cost promotional service
BurdeU’s Dress Shop. Winter House-Sherman, Inc.
conducted in co-operation with
Dresses reduced) to $4.95, $7.95 and
Maine’s leading real estate bro
Defective flues and chimneys, de
ROCKLAND, ME.
kers
and agencies).
21-26
$10.95.
Misses.
Junior
and
Women
’
s
21-tf
fective equipment, and carelessness
sizes.adv.
are some of the main causes of
farmstead fires. Roof material
which ignites easily, lightning, care
less use of smoking materials, im
proper handling of kerosene and
gasoline, unsafe electric wiring, and
the wrong use of electric appliances
are some of the other causes of
fires.
In the kitchen, for example, en
gineers suggest that the farmer ask
himself the following questions:
Does the stovepipe fit into the chim
ney flue snugly? Is it necessary for
the stovepipe to pass through a par
tition and, if so, is the partition pro
tected by a metal thimble?
How close does the stovepipe
come to walls and ceilings? Could
Never before has the need been so acute; never before has your
this distance be increased? Is the
range set far enough away from
opportunity to give been so great.
the wall? Does it have a metal mat
extending at least a foot in front
of it to prevent ashes and sparks
from falling on the floor?
Some day this week these splendid women, under the able di
Is the can of gasoline or kerosene
in the safest possible place, if it
rection of Mrs. Earle Perry, will call at your home to receive your
must be stored in the kitchen?
Is the stovepipe supported prop
contribution. Please be ready when they call.
erly at regular intervals? Do the
joints to the pipe fit snugly into
each other?
MISS NELLIE COCHRAN
g
WARD 1
MRS.
EARLE PERRY
MRS. L. C, JACKSON, JR., CAPTAIN
MRS. JOSEPH EMERY
MRS.
CLYDE
ROBINSON
Seal Treaty
MRS. JAMES KENT
MRS. FORREST BR.AZIER
The question of pelagic sealing
MRS. L E. JONES
(killing seals in the water) in the
WARD 4
MRS. P. L. HAVENER
North Pacific ocean was finally set
MRS.
PERCY
DINSMORE, CAPT.
MRS. RUTH BARROWS
tled on July 7, 1911, by an agree
MRS. DONALD HASKELL
MISS
RUTH
CUCCINELLO
ment known as the North Pacific
MRS. FRED KNIGHT
MRS. VICTOR BUCKLIN
Sealing convention, reached between
MRS. AUSTIN HUNTLEY
MRS. ROGER DOW
the United States, Great Britain,
MISS
ANNIE CARINI
MRS. ELEANOR ACHORN
Russia and Japan which prohibited
RUTH
HARRINGTON
MISS RUTH ROGERS
the taking of fur seals in those wa
MRS. THOMAS STONE
MRS. LORETTA BROOKS
ters.
*
WARD 2
WARD 5
This treaty, which became effec
tive December 15, 1911, provided for
MRS. .JENNIE FEYLER, CAPTAIN
MRS. GARDNER FRENCH, CAPT.
the allotment of 15 per cent of the
MRS. EDITH O’BRIEN
MRS. MARY EGAN
MRS. ALMON YOUNG
fur-seal skins taken annually on the
MRS. CHARLES LAKE
MRS. ADA PRESCOTT
Pribilof islands to Canada and a like
MRS. FRANK MAXCY
MRS. IRVIN CURTIS
amount to Japan. Throughout the
MRS. DONALD CLARK
MRS. GEORGE DEAN
treaty, Japan took its share in cash,
MRS. HECTOR STAPLES
MRS. FRANK CARSLEY
as did Canada until 1933 when that
MRS. HAROLD GREEN
MRS. J. TRENEER
MRS. FRANK HOREYSECK
country began taking actual delivery
MRS. ROGER JAMESON
of its share of the skins. The allot
WARD 6
MRS. HAROLD LEACH
ment of skins to these governments
MRS.
RALPH
BANGS, CAPTAIN
MRS. IDA SIMMONS
was in return for their relinquish
MRS. ANSEL WOOSTER
MRS.
J.
A
JAMESON
ment of pelagic sealing in the wa
MRS. BENEDICT DOWLING
MRS. EMILY EDWARDS
ters covered by the convention. The
MISS HAZEL BAUM
MRS.
EMIL
YEDWARDS
payments under treaty provisions to
MRS. HELEN BRAY
MRS. MELVIN RANDALL
Japan have amounted to approxi
MRS. ALBERT AVERILL
mately $1,500,000.
WARD 3
MISS PEARL BORGERSON

yep. pePSI
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fHt MOST OF THE B6S1
Uncle Sam needs
_
used food cans.
Removfc labels, wash, flatten. Put
In separate container next to your
trash can. Save for local pickutt

The following article from the
At the last meeting of the Sea
Scouts, members and officers of the , Beverly (Mass.) Times relates to a
Sea Scout Ship Byrd of Augusta grandson of the late George E
were guests of the SJSS. Red Jacket. Newbert of Warren who spent h’s
Sea Scouts in the Augusta party Summers in that town until he
were Allen Southard. Fred Eaton, graduated.
Luther Perkins, Maynard Young,
An Eighth AAF Bomber Station,
Francis Goodheart. Carl MoOourtEngland!—f&rgt. Gerald F. Reever,
ney and Ronald Howard, Skipper
22, cf Beverly, Mass, now on duty
Daniel T Boone and Mate Gilbert
Taverner, all of the SB£. Byrd. ,as an assistant , ground , crewx chief
.
_
,
tv.
Commodore Lewis
Johnson andj in. the engineering _section at this
Eighth Air Force Flying Fortress
Pine Tree Scout Commissioner
base, has a job second in import
Frank E. Southard were also mem
ance only to the actual task of
bers of the party.
bomfoing
enemy- targets in Europe.
Commissioner Frank E. Southard
The
contiinuous
attacks of the
praised the fine showing made by
the Red Jacket in the last inspec AAF on Hitler's Europe could never
tion and told the members that be carried on if it were not for the
what they were learning as Sea skill of ground crewmen like Sergt.
Scouts w’ould be useful in later days; Reever in restoring damaged Fort
in fact all their life, not to mention resses to operational status, and
that such training is of great help maintaining mechanical perfection
.if they should be in military serv on the ships
A typical example Is the job
ice in the future.
Commodore Johnson had a quar Sergt. Reever and his fellcw engi
termaster badge with him and while neers did on one of the big bombers
showing it to the Sea Scouts and that reached its base one evening
guests he mentioned that about only- after a particularly rough mission
one out of 4030 Boy Scouts had been over France. At first inspection
awarded both the Eagle Badge and the plane was considered1 only fit
Sea Scout Quartermaster Badge. He material1 for the salvage pile. She
w9s pleased that the Red Jacket was riddled with holes from ncse
had one such member, Richard G. to tail, control cables were shot
Spear, now serving as third mate aw-ay, one tire was flat, the oxy
in the Merchant Marine. After gen system was out, and three of
Commodore Johnson had shown the her four motors had to be
Quartermaster Badge several Sea changed. One hole in the wing
Scouts were heard to remark that was a foot and one half in diame
they were going to make a darn ter, but the ground crew went to
work and three days later the ship
goed try for it, anyway.
Two very interesting letters from was ready to fly again.
As an assistant crew chief, Sergt.
Milton Roberts were read at the
meeting. Milton tcld some of ’in- Reever has charge of repair and
cidents that happened while on', maintenance work on one of the
maneuvers.
! Ports. He is the son of Mr. and
Two sets of international code' Mrs. Glenwood F. Reever of 40
flags are being cut out by mem- i Gliddien street, Beverly. Prior to
bers of Crew Two. Skipper South
ard donated several large code flags
6’x2’, which are being cut up and
FARM RADIO
made into much smaller flags about
12 inches square.
Other guests at the meeting were
BATTERIES
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Cowan, Arthur
L .Orne, Florence Teel and Albert
MAIL ORDERS
Mills, Scoutmaster of 204.
FILLED
J. A. Pecry.

his enlistment in the AAF on Oct3, 1942 Sergt. Reever was em
ployed as a machinist by the Uni:.^,
ed Shoe Machinery Corporation
Beverly. He attended Beverly Trade
School, and graduated in 1930.

Causes for Farm Fires

Buy War Bonos and Stamps

88T96

With 8th Bombers

List Many Probable

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

car

The Sea Scouts

Entertain Visitors From the Nephew of Former Warren
Man Is Making Good In
Scout Ship Byrd Of
England
Augusta

Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
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MRS. MYRLE DUDLEY. CAPT,
MISS DOROTHY GORDON
MRS. ARCHIE BOWLEY
MRS.- GERALD MARGESON
MRS. J. NELSON
MRS. ELMO CROZIER
MRS JANE FOLEY
MRS. OWEN JOHNSTON
MRS. MURRAY WHALEN
MRS. SHERMAN ROKES
MRS. HARRY BICKMORE
MRS. KERYN AP RICE
MSS. JOHN McLOON
MRS. FAITH BERRY

ANNUI
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Rockland Red Cross War Fund
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AU member,
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Hours 2
MONDAY, I

MRS. ROBERT PAUL, CAPTAIN
MRS. NESTOR BROWN
MRS. C. S. ROBERTS
MRS. GLADYS BURNS
MRS. MAYNARD HAVENER
MRS. ERVIN HASKELL

DIRS. MARY HEINO
HOWARD PROCTOR
ETHEL CONNON

BERTHA CASSENS
FRANK BRIDGES

DOROTHY BREWER

The citizens of Rockland have never failed to over-subscribe a Red Cross appeal.
Let’s keep the record clean! Rockland has nearly 1000 boys and girls in the
service. Let’s back them to the limit. Give more than you ever did before!

ROCKLAND RED CROSS WAR FUND,
Arthur F. Lamb, Chairman.

Fepti-Cola Compcnu. Long Itland Cltg. N. 1*.
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN
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TALK OF THE TOWN

March lfl—Cooking School at Ma
sonic Hall. Bockland.
March 16 Annual Banquet, Metho
dist Church.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17—3 p. m . Woman’s Educa
tional Club, Universalist vestry.
March 17—Annual Fireman's Ban
quet at Legion Hall.
March 17—-High School minstrel show
Jn Warren
March 20—Rockport town meeting.
March 20—Cushing town meeting.
March 24—Onc-act play “Hold Ev
erything’ by Rockport High School ct
Town Hall.
April 1—Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Orange.
April 8—Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with
Wessaweskeag Grange,
South Thomaston.
April 9—Easter Sunday.
April 10-Kiwanis Club Easter Mon
day Ball, Community Building, Rock
land.
April 13-14—Republican State Con
vention In Bangor.
May 2-34—Congregational
Chris
tian Conference at Bangor.
May 4—Annual Conclave. Grand
Commandery of Maine, at Portland.
May 25-27—Annual Convention of
Maine Federation of Music Clubs at
Rockland.
June 23-26- Department Convention
of the American Legion at Old Or
chard Beach.
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Another box for servicemen, sta
tioned at outlying points, will be
packed this week. Donations should
be left at the public library Thurs
day afternoon. There is a need for
new jig-saw puzzles at the service
room in Community Building. As
new ones are received the older,
much used puzzles will be sent to
isolated posts nearby.

Dress Shop
Winter
Jueed1 to $4 95, $7.96 and
ses. Junior and Women*

Golden Rod Chapter Friday night
conferred degrees on Mr. and Mrs.
Harold A. Darling and Samuel Shaf
ter. Supper, in charge^ of Mrs.
Helen Bean, was served to 100 per
sons.

ITED - - -

ESTATE

Major Henry S. Beverage, C AP.
will be in this city Wednesday
right to address a group of cadets
and older citizens interested in
Civilian Air Patrcl. This morning
1j open to all and many interesting
features cf tfiis most important
branch of defense will be pre
sented. Meeting opens at 7 o’clock.

|e many inquiries from
who want to buy or^

1INE PROPERTY.

If

a farm, summer cotfc home, or small busiile (or rent), Write toI information. We will

|fmd a buyer.
Y, Real Estate
^rvice Division

Beano, G.A.R. hall, Thursday, 7.30
p. m., March 16.—adv.
*

INE PUBLICITY
BUREAU

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
so-tf

ftland 4, Maine

t promotional service

in co-operation with
iding real estate brogencies).
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ANNUAL MEETING

•4

ROCKLAND

MASONIC CLUB

Fund

TUESDAY, MARCH 14
Al 8.15 P. M.

.MASONIC TEMPLE
All members urged to be present

20-21
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E. K WITTY
ire has your

Exterior and Interior
Decorating
Ceilings Washed and
Whitened

[the able di-

receive your

33 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME,

Write Me and I Will Call On You
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(By Subscription)
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Special Offers

"Ray” Sherman
R, CAPTAIN

76 Masonic StH

Rockland, Me.

Phone 1168

Telephone or Write for Catalogue

Clinton F. Thomas

CAPTAIN
IR

OPTOMETRIST

VLING

RSON

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

CAPTAIN
m

.

One of the Interesting events of
our exceptionally busy social week
in Rockland will be the ladies night
given by the Rockland Lion Cluto
in the handsomely renovated dining
hall of the Thorndike Hotel. Cam
den is sending down a large dele
gation, and upward of 90 will enjoy
the tempting array of foodstuffs
provided by the hotel’s experienced
chef. Horace Heldreth, candidate
for the gubernatorial nomination
will be guest speaker.
The Knox and Lincoln Past
Grand and Past Noble Grand Asso
ciation will meet in Camden Wed
nesday. Supper and annual meet
ing.
Miss Helen McBride, J*'ho has
been with the Huston-Tuttle Book
Co., since the closing of the Blais
dell coal offlee, has joined the Bur
pee Furniture Company staff as
bookkeeper.

81-tf

Leroy D. Perry, window clerk at
the postoffice, is a surgical patient
at Knox Hospital.

Dorfman—At Rocklad, March 11. to
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dorfman, a daugh
ter.

MLARRIED
Trahan-Miller—At Rockland, March
10. Henrv Paul Trahan and Evange
line E. Miller, both of Rockland—by
Frank H. Ingraham, Justice of the
Peace.
•

DIED
Lawry—At Vinalhaven. March 11.
Sarah, widow of Edwin Lawry. age 73.
Simmons—At Friendship. March 9.
Arthur Simmons, age 64 years 4
months. 10 days Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from Baptist Church. In
terment ln Harbor View cemetery.
Conant—At Appleton. March 13, Ada
widow ol John Conant, age 93 years.
8 months, 21 day’s. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from Baptist Church.
Morris—At Aransas
Pass.
Texas.
March 11. Ritchie L.. wife of Caleb L.
Morris, age 57 years, 8 months. 16
days. Funeral Sunday. 2 p. m. fron,
Buptlst Church. Rockland.
Inter
ment in Rockland.
Harriman—At St. George. March 10.
Cora E. Harriman, age 72 yrs. 2 mo.
9 days, wldo”’ of Edwin L. Harriman.
Services Monday at Davis funeral
home at 1 p. m.
Gray—At Thomaston,
March 11.
Sherman Gray, age 64 years, 2 mos. 14
davs. Burial at Plymouth. Me.
Burgess—At Thomaston, March 12,
Edward O Brlen Burgess, age 83 yrs.
11 mo. 8 days. Services 2 p. m. Tues
days at the Davis funeral home. In
terment ln the town cemetery.
Smith—At Cohasset. Mass March 9.
Genevieve A . wife of Edgar J. Smith,
formerly of Rockport, age 72 years. 27
days. Committal Service at Amsbury
Hill Cemetery,
Rockport ln the
Spring.

Net Tender Commissioned
Sunday-Lieut. Kenneth
Cady Commander

The grand prize in the exhibit cd
the Bangor Fotocraft club displayed
in the Bangor public library, was
awarded Charles M. Toner of Ban
gor, for his photograph, “The Little
Artist.” Second grand prize went
to W. W. Rich, Jr., of the Knox
County Camera Club.

The Woman’s Association of the
Congregational Church will meet
for all-day sewing tomorrow. Cof
fee at noon.

Enos C. Bridges, steward at the
Owl Club, Oak street, in a mis-step
Sunday suffered a fractured right
leg, below the knee. He is a pa
tient in a Waterville hospital.
A W.C.T.U. medal speech contest
will be presented at the Junior
High assembly program Wednesday
8 a. m., parents, friends and mem
bers of the local juniors are invited.
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Raincoat For Boys Has Become “War Baby”

At Van Baalen-Heilbrun Factory
About a year ago the Van Baalen
Heilbrun factory faced a difficult
situation. For over 20 years the
Van Baalen organization
had
strictly limited its activities to the
manufacture and distribution of
bath robes and house coats for men
and boys. Their products were sold
in stores from coast to coast, and
some were shipped to Alaska,
Hawaii and other countries over
seas.
Toward the end of the year 1942
the War Production Board, in an ef
fort to conserve materials for the
war effort, issued an order restrict
ing the types of fabrics that might
be used in the production of robes j
for the civilian trade. About the
same time the army cancelled bids
for the type of garments that had
previously been made for that de
partment. It appeared at that time
as though it w’ould • be difficult, it
not impossible, to secure sufficient
supplies of fabrics to keep the fac
tory running at its usual speed.
In order to stave off such an even
tuality the firm decided to start the
manufacture cf a new article. Tne

Private Readings Daily

Maine Poultry Co.

THORNDIKE HOTEL

TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.
2-tf

RDENof
ALLAH

Trucks CaU for Largs Amounts

9

COFFEE

A. M. to 9 P. M —Fee $1.00

garment chosen w’as a gabardine
rain coat for boys. Early in 1943 the
first cf these garments was offered
to the trade.
The response was immediate and
enthusiastic. Orders were received
from stores all over the country, and
within a few weeks the entire prolucticn that had been allocated to
the rain coats for the entire year(
had been sold.
Each coat carries a large label
reading “State-G-Maine Rainwear,”
and this label is fast becoming
known as an ear mark of quality
and style.
In the beginning the intention
was simply to make these raincoats
only as long as the supply of refoe
fabrics was restricted. In view of
the favorable impression that these
coats have created the Van Baalen
oiganization now hopes to make
rain coats a permanent addition to
its lines. As soon as it becomes pos
sible to obtain additional machinery
it is planned to install new’ equip
ment and to set up a special sec
tion for the manufacture of the
State-O-Maine line.

ed Cross appeal,
[and girls in the

did before!
WAR FUND,
,amb, Chairman.

BURPEE

1

Funeral Home

Tel. 662

TELS. 390—-1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

8.15 o’clock
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls

102Ttf

NATIVE PULLET SIZE

CHEESE >”""d 41'
SWIFTS YELLOW AMERICAN

IVORY SOAP
Medium bar

5c

RINSO
Whiter Washes

2 Ige pkgs 39c

lb29'
,b 37'
1121'
1129'
ib 4jc
"> 37'
lk35'

PORK SHOULDER- ,"’h
COOKED HAMS
FRESH BRISKET
SMOKED SHOULDERS
FOWL
FRANKFORTS
BACON A™»“r’s
WHOLE
OR HALF

FRESH
NATIVE

SWAN SOAP
White Floating

25c

SWIFT’S
SKINLESS

MACARONI and CHEESE LOAF, lb 29c
FRESH DAILY DELIVERY

\ > "’J*

%

’ -

FRESH OPENED CLAMS pint 39c

Tom and Dick

are overseas
This clothing is for

QUICK FROSTED
FOODS
SPARKLET BRAND

Offered Only At The
Perry Markets

FROSTED

Harry
Harry is working at
lathe
while his buddies are laying it
on the Japs and Germans.
And to us Harry is a fighting
man too even though he sleeps
in town instead of a foxhole.

These Topcoats are for our
heroes here at home . . . the fel
lows who would like to run a
knife into a Jap but who have
to be satisfied with making the
knife instead.

$25.00 to $39.50

BOYS’ SUITS
$10.75 to $25.00

PEAS
Pkg. 19°

FRESH HADDOCK
SPAWN, Ib 37c

FRESH NATIVE SCALLOPS, Ib 60c

From Wisconsin DAIRYLAND direct to our
Markets

Bleu Cheese

STRING BEANS
CUT CORN
Pkg.

15c

Try These Delicious QuickFrosted Foods. On Sale At
Both Our Markets

LB.

PEANUT BUTTER,

lib jar 19c

No. 2 tin 10c

TOMATOES,

CHOCOLATE PUDDING,

pkg

EVAPORATED MILK,

3 tins 27c

SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR pkg 26c

Lido Cbb Spaghetti Dmner, pkg 18c
tin 36c

HORMEL SPAM,

JELL-O, all flavors,

3 pkgs 18c

BREAD, Honey Boy,

2 lge lvs 17c

LECTURE and MESSAGES 7.30

GREGORYS
Top-To-Toe Outfitters

SOUP

LETTUCE

CARROTS

GOLDEN HILL tomato

FANCY CRISP HEAD

CLEAN CALIFORNIA

5 tins

25c

2 for

15c

2lgebnchs 15c
*

CORNED BEEF

BACON

PICKLES

STRIP OR JUNK

SW’EET MIXED

LIBBY’S

Lb 28c

Tin 28c

Lb

19c'

HASH

TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
DELANO.POTTER & CD..INC..BOSTON.MAS5

5c

3 No. 2 tbs 25c

STRING BEANS,

FROSTED

LB.

BOYS’ SPORT COATS

$12.50, $13.50

Each person may bring one ques
tion in sealed envelope to be an-

dozen 31c

EGGS

All ready for your kettle—all waste removed.
Caught right in our own local waters

BOYS’ TOPCOATS

“Do the Dead Return?”

'zestzr:

SHRIMP TAILS

Blue, Camel and Tweeds

21*22

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

FIQU*
* HtS*

WAR BONDS

Sizes 5-6-8

Lecture Subject’

LOW PRICES ALL THE WEEK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ EVERY WEEK

3 lb jar 63c

ALL MESSAGE SERVICE 2.30

'

BEANO

MARKETS

SPRY

Sunday, March 19

■

.wfc

PERRY

BUY

$10.50

_________

MU UM HtEDI moil
Mill UMT

THE

3 lge cakes

Public Meeting G.A.R. Hall

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

specting the Chinaberry were
members of Red Jacket Troop of
Sea Scout® and their skipper,
Joshua N. Southard.

OUR FACTORY MAKES HIT

Percyourselfup with

Rev. Ruth Mathias

USS Chinaberry, naval net
lender, was formally commissioned
at Snow Shipyards Sunday. Capt.
Russell S. Hitchcock, .supervisor of
shipbuilding for the U. S. Navy in
Maine, read the orders and the
vessel was taken over by Lieut
Kenneth Cady.
Commission papers were read by
Capt. Hitchcock and then the ves
sel’s flag was run to the masthead
end Lieut. Cady read the orders
assigning him to command of the
craft. The 200-foot vessel, accord
ing to Fred C. Gatcombe, president
of Snow Shipyards, Inc., was the
25th delivered, during this war, to
the U. S. Navy.
Capt. Hitchcock, in a brief taik,

said in part, ‘ISome of you men
may be going to sea for the first
time and this may be the first
commissioning of a ship you have
witnessed. It may noF be as large
as some of the ships of our Navy,
but it has a very definite and im
portant mission to fulfill. I wish
you all the greatest success on any
mission assigned to you. And I
congratulate Snow’s for delivering
another fine ship to our country."
Lieut. Cady said: “We want it to
be the best operated ship and tiie
best living ship of her class. These
are two things we wish to obtain
ir. our vessel.”
Executive Officer Lieut, (j.g.)
James Marston set the watch, and
the ship’s log started, after which
guests of the officers, the crew and
of the yard, inspected the vessel.
Lieut, (j.g.) John Henderson is en
gineer officer and Chief Boat
swain’s Mate, John Burnrfin is
gunnery officer. Among those in

A capable Wac checks the oil of the car to which she has been assigned
as driver. The officer looking on is aware that this woman, and thousands
like her in the Women’s Army Corps, is efficiently handling her Army
assignment. There are 239 Army jobs for Wacs, and women enlisting in th.
Corps now can choose the one for which best fitted.

The W.Q.T.U. will meet Friday
at the home of Mrs. Lena Stevens,
CUSHING
22 Rockland street. Reports will
Mary Olson, president of the La
be given and business acted upon. dies Aid of the Methodist Church
Mrs. Susie Lamb will present a pro with her aids will serve supper
gram on “The Union Signal.”
Monday night. March 20, from 5 30
to 6.30, before the annual munici
A St. Patrick’s dance will be held
pal meeting at the town hall.
at the Elks’ home Friday night.
Mary Flint and son Herbert Flint
are
coming to their home, Hath
The Girl Scouts of Rockland are
joining with their sister scouts in orne’s Point this week, after hav
all parts of the United States in ing been with her daughter, Mrs. I.
celebrating the 32d birthday of girl A. Fales diming the past few weeks.
scouting in the United States by
Lester Lufkin has recovered from
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
featuring the observance in their influenza and resu mdework in the
Whereas:
program this week. Local girl scouts the shipyard.
Our Worthy Past Master, Myron
Young, has been reported missing ln have sold 1,008 boxes of scout
Roland Prior and family of Wash
action in the service of the United
cookies. Mrs. Earl C. Perry’s girls ington are soon to move to the Kil
States of America:
And whereas:
are going to make up boxes to be leran farm, which is now’ owned by
Brother Young has served our Po
mona Grange faithfully and brilliant sent to Russian, Greek and British Hugo Laurilla.
ly:
war relief agencies.
Be it Resolved:
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Crute received
That
Limerock
Valley
Pomona
a
letter from their son Harvey, who
Grange No. 30 hereby expresses its
St. Peter’s Woman's Auxiliary
deep respect for a Worthy Past Mas
is
in the Navy thate first word they
ter and%lt expresses profound regret supper will be served at 7.30 in the
had
received for several weeks. He
that Brother Young is not with us.
That this Pomona Grange send a Undercroft. Dudley V. Perry, who
is
in
Pacific theatre somewhere,
copy of these resolutions to the family has just returned from a year at
of our Brother, that they be spread
having not been home for more than
upon Its records, and published ln The sea, will give a table talk covering
a year.
Courier-Gazette
travels in 12 countries.
March 11.'1944.
Town warrants arc posted for the
F. L. S. MORSE.
H. H. NASH.
annual
meeting March 30.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
H.
Randall
L. W. RACKLIFF
S lc Clyde K. Maloney, wife and
and daughter. Mrs. Catherine Cahill
CARD OF THANKS
of Portland, are now residing in baby were recent guests of their
We wish to thank all of our friends
for their kindness and sympathy Rockland, occupying the Charles M. parents here and in Thomaston for
shown us ln the loes of our dearly Harrington
house on
Summer a weekend, returning to Portland,
beloved mother.
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Eckert Colburn. Mr. street.
and Mrs. Maurice Brasier. Mr and Mrs
R. E. Stevens and Perley Nash
Stanley Brasier.
Mls6 Mary McLain of Thomaston have joined the army of workers at
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Winter is employed at the Senter-Crane the Snow shipyard.
Mrs.
Pearl
Dresses reduced to $406, $7.96 and department store.
Lorenzo Bradford and family have
Dodge,
formerly
employed
at
Leigh
 moved to the Vinal Killeran tene
$1005. Misses, Junior and Women’s
ton's jewelry store, is new employed ment, Thomaston.
sizes adv.
at Senter’s.

Highest Prices Paid for All Kinds
of Live Poultry

Is Now In The Navy

Modern Woman at Work

J. Webster Mountfort of Port
land is now in charge of circulation
of the Press Herald in this section
He succeeds the late Burton E
Bartlett. Mr. and Mrs. Mountfort
and their daughter Linda, are re
siding at the Thomas Hawken house
125 Camden street.

Capt. Ellsworth T. Rundlett oi
Rockland, slipped on the ice at Port
Levett, Thursday, suffering a frac
tured ankle. He will be hospital
ized at Fort Williams several weeks
The regiment, to which Captain
Rockland Democrats named last Rundlett is attached, was about
night as delegates to the State Con ready to leave for Mississippi.
vention in Lewiston. March 24 the
following: Laforest A. Thurston,
The story of “War Torn England”
Edwin L. Brown, Charles H. Berry, told by a man who visited that
Charles H. McIntosh, Geneva S. country last year, will regale the
Richardson, Philip Howard, Frank members of the Baptist Men’s
S. Marsh, D. Robert McCarty, Percy League Thursday night. The speak
L. McPhee, Rodney L. Murphy. er will be Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, the
Charles M. Richardson and Harry able president of the University of
E. Fitzgerald. Alternatives named: Maine. An excellent meat supper
Jane Crouse, Elliot Gamage, Adah will be served.
Roberts, Jennie Bangs, Elizabeth
The annual banquet of the RackMorey, Riah Knight, Gerald Mc
land
Fire Department will be held
Phee, Elisha W. Pike, Susie Lamb,
Osca Knight and William J. Sulli in the American Legion hall Friday
night at 6.30. The Secretary of
van. Philip Howard presided.
State will be the principal speaker.
Lt is expected that Pvt. George
Mrs. Wilder S. Irish, formerly of
Huntley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Aus
this
city, and 91 years of age Ls
tin Huntley of Limerock street, will
confined
to her room in the Bean
give a concert in St. Peter’s Un
house.
Monument
Square, Portland
dercroft Friday night.
She has a comfortable home, but
enjoys seeing old friends, and will
BORN
Allen—At Knox Hospital. March 10. be pleased to hear from any of them
to Mr. axil Mrs. Robert M. Allen, a
at any time.
daughter Sarah Cayver.
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Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at

|l I
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TREAT YOUR DOG RIGHT—GIVE HIM GAINES DOG FOOD
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QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
©. WMIJ*
CHAPTER XV
“When that chute cracked open,
the jerk pitched him out of the har
ness head-first, and as the chute bil
lowed loosely back of the plane’s
tail, we saw him dropping down with
his clothes smoking, getting littler
and littler. Oh, Heaven! I couldn’t
look any more.
“The plane was settling faster.
In that steepening curve now, bebe-!,
cause it was all over. So we who i
have seen a Fortress die in battle
can tell you how they do it. They
die like the men who fly them , and
fight in them would want them to
die! They die like the great Sky
Queens they are. And Queens die:
proudly.
“Just then I heard our pilot Cap
tain Strother over the interphones,
telling Jim Worley, our bombardier,
that he'd opened the bomb-bay,
doors, and for the bombardier to
go back and salvo all the bombs
and the gas tanks carried there.
He'd seen what happened when the
other two planes got hit in the bomb
bay—it was obvious the Japs knew i
our bomb-bay tanks weren’t leakproof, and down at this low alti
tude, we were at their mercy. At
high altitude they’re lucky if they
can get above and ahead of you, to
come in for one nose-on attack. Aft
er that they have -the devil’s own
time skidding around in the strato
sphere to catch up for another. But
down here at 7,000 they could flip
over quick, and come in again and
again.
“Well, Jim Worley is about to
obey, but just then he sees a Zero
coming right in on us, head-on— |
and his gun there in the nose is
the only one who can handle this
attack, so he’s got to stay on it.
I

W.N.U.rEATURZS

with a big bang.
'No,' he said,
'there wasn’t time to be scared.
But if someone had pushed a rail
road spike into my mouth, I would
have bit the head of it off, clean and
sharp.’
“But we could see the Japanese
were learning. Their tail attacks
against the new E-model Fortresses
had finally taught them a lessoh,
and this was the first time they had
attacked us head-on. Of course they
never could have done it so suc
cessfully had they not surprised us
with that forged emblem, Lut most
important of all, tney never could
hav® uone it had we been at our
proper altitude.
“The Flying Fortress was de
signed for the high skies, and if
you keep her in her groove, for her
crew she’s the safest plane in the
air and for her enemies the most
deadly. We found this out not from
any book, but we learned it that
day in combat, which is learning it
the hard way. And we hoped it
wouldn’t take too long for this les
son to percolate upstairs.”
“On the way home,” said Frank
Kurtz, “three of the remaining Forts
hit a heavy afternoon rainstorm.
Visibility and ceiling were zero, and
for hours they flew around the is
land of Madura, off the coast of
Java, looking for a place to land.
When gas was almost gone they de
cided to beach them. Luckily no
one was killed, but two of the three
were completely washed out on the
seashore rocks—they set fire to the
wreckage so the Japs couldn’t find
out anything about the planes. But
Lieutenant Fred Crimmons did a
magnificent job of setting his plane
down on the beach in the rain. He
made two passes, looking at his
gas in between, then squared away
and brought her in—she held firm,
sinking only a little. I had the har
bormaster’s wrecking barge, with

“He gives her one burst and then
starts to salvo his bombs and gas
tanks, but there’s a crashing sound,
I
tools and Dutch engineers, on its
and the controls don’t work.
He
way before daybreak. They were
doesn’t realize a bullet has wrecked
having a little trouble with the na
his controls—doesn’t know what has
tives there — they were warned
happened.
against Jap parachutists, and oui
“Then all of a sudden—Bang! —
boys had to yell at them a password
there’s a hell of an explosion inside
the Dutch had taught them to use il
our plane, and dust, and the stink
we were shot down: ‘Kancha Komof gasoline. After seeing what had
1
panee!’ It means ‘Our Army,’ they
just happened to the other two
,
planes, we thought it could mean ( explained to us.
“They worked a full day—shoring
only one thing. We <nust be on fire!
And later on, ask me about that
up the plane, building a base ol
i
logs and sand under it, clearing a
railroad spike.
“But somehow there were no
runway strip. And then, in Java’s
flames, so we kept on pounding
regular afternoon rainstorm, in
away at the Zeros swarming around
came old Freddy onto Surabaya
us—it was the only thing to do. What
Field. He explained he’d stripped
I
had happened was that a bullet had
the plane of everything he could un
smashed into our compressed-oxy
screw to lighten it and then, turn
gen tank, and also cut a gasoline
ing the motors on full blast, had
'feed line, so that gas was spurting
made a jump take-off from that lit
all over the cabin, but we didn’t
tle strip. He grabbed a sandwich
know it then. Finally the tail gun
and went on in to Malang.
I
ner, seeing gas streaming along the
“The air-raid alarm in Surabaya
plane’s belly past him to trickle off
was now going off regularly, some
the tip of the tail, guessed what
times three times a day, because the
had happened, and called out to the
Java Sea was stiffer than an old
rest of us over the interphones for
sock with'Jap carriers. Colonel Eu
God's sake not to smoke. With that
bank was now faced with a real
cabin filled with pure oxygen and
problem. The three main bases for
gasoline fumes, it would have been
our Forts were at Malang, Madiun
a bad idea. Don’t forget to ask me
and another town which was spelled
about that railroad spike.
Jokyakarta, but the American boys
“Well, pretty soon Strother dove
couldn’t chew this one, so they all
us into a friendly cloud where we
gave it up and everybody just called
lost the Zeros, and I could climb
it Jockstrap.
,
down from my gun to inspect the
“The Dutch had no system to de
damage.* I found that when that
tect planes coming in from over
bullet burst our oxygen tank, it had
the sea. Their only warning system
blown two square feet of plywood
was a tiny island about seventy-five
out into the cabin, and blown loose
the bomb-release controls. It had
sounded like a 20-millimeter cannon
shell exploding in there. Then I lo
cated the gas leak and pulled the
emergency release, salvoing gas
tank and bombs, and hoped they
wouldn’t land in some poor peas
ant's back yard, because we were
back over land now.
“When we got back to our field
and were telling about it, someone
asked our tail gunner if he wasn't
scared when, right after watching
those other two go down in flames,
that bullet burst our oxygen system

t”1
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Tty RESPAMOL.

It reaches and
clings to irritated throat surfaces,
protecting and soothing them.
X Helps relax tenseness and th®
feeling that you must cough.
X Helps loosen and bring up
phlegm.
Contains no sugar -suitable for
diabetics.
5. Contains no narcotics—safe for
children.
Your druggist will refund full
price if you are not satisfied.

4.
6.

Take FBSPAMOL as directed on label, and
if you don’t <et prompt relief, consult
your physician. At all iruUjft* — 50S-

Psoru u h
Makers of Unguentine'

We saw him dropping down with
his clothes smoking, getting littler
and littler.

miles out It had a radio, so Sura
baya got fifteen minutes’ notice and
Malang about thirty.
“So what was the Colonel to do?
Our P-40's were badly overworked,
so when the alarm sounded, if the
Forts took to the air the Zeros might
shoot them down, while if they
stayed on the ground, the Jap bomb
ers might blow them up. Never were
we able to keep more than twelve
planes in the air, even including re
inforcements, for we were losing
them about as fast as tiiey were

Tuesday-Friday’

coming in, and a number were al
SOME LIVELY TOWN MEETINGS
ways under repair and therefore unWALDOBORO
selectmen, assessors and overseers
(Continued from Page One)
flyable.
“Also we had some bad breaks in
AR
Herbert Hawes acted as modera of the poor at Appleton town meet
luck. One afternoon Lieutenant Ray
MRS. ISABEL LABE
tor. Selectmen elected were: Her ing yesterday. The only competi
Cox had his plane up on a high^-altiCorrespondent
bert Hawes, Raymond E. Thurston. tion in the entire list of officers was
tude test—giving the superchargers
Arthur E. Stewart; treasurer. Clar for third selectman. Mr. Rctotoins
a workover. With him in the cock
ence
Leonard; tax collector, John had 19 votes and Lawrence Moody
pit was Johnny Hughes, who had
Telephone 78
been checked off as a first pilot just
H. Williams; road commissioner. had 15 votes.
after we arrived in Java. They (Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Barnard and Osgood Young; clerk. Mrs. Char
Ormond T. Keene was moderator.
finished the test, and at two o’clock
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
lotte Hawes; school committee. The other officers elected were: Al
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Packard
ol
were spiraling down when Zeros
ton Pease, Lawrence Moody and
came over to strafe the field below. Camden, were in town to attend Wilbur C. Thurston.
These strafing Zeros also had a top the Lincoln County Ministerial
Appropriations were of routine Edwin Jacobs, road commissioners;
cover of Zeros hanging up at 18,000 Association Meeting.
nature, the principal amounts be- Leslie J. Hall, treasurer; Mrs. Es
feet, in case our P-40’s might come
Kenneth Boardman and family ‘ng. Schools, $9900; roads and ther Moody, clerk; Roland J. Gushee
in to break up their ground party.
HERE’S
“Well, wjjen the strafing began, have moved to the cottage recently bridges, $2000 plus automobile ex tax collector and constable. Donald
vacated'
by
the
Howell
family.
The
cise tax; snow removal, $1500; of Perry was elected member of the
• i, uiiimirntn ta
column not to exceed three lines tnour boys in the control tower re
.erted once for 25 cents, two times ,or “
ttoS*0^
membered that Ray was up, and Howells have moved to Portland. ficers' salaries, $1700; school notes. school board for three years. The
they tried to tell him by radio to fly
Unee five cents each for one time; 10 cento for
o
A daughter was born March 2. $1000; fire equipment notes. $1500; other members are Charles Grin
south over the sea for an hour, until to Mr. and Mrs. William Ringer— support of poor. $600; maintenance nell and Roland J. Gushee.
■mall words te a line.
L a. adverttoadpeelal Notice: AB “Mind ade“ ee oafled L •. MvcTO
the Zeros were gone—that was our Marilyn Dawn.
State
road6,
$885
Appropriations
made
were:
Com

taento which require the answer, to he
Cwlw
usual procedure.
Mrs. Su|nneT Sewall was in town
mon schools, high school and text
Geqette offoe It* handling, cost ti eento addltlonaL
“eut Ray and Johnny, alone In
WALDOBORO
this plane, probably intent on their Friday.
books, $4,900; schoolhouse repairs,
The Susannah Wesley Society
test, must have had their headphones
and insurance, $500; roads and
LOST AND FOUND
off. Anyway they couldn’t be will meet Thursday with Mrs. Was a Great Day For the Voters— bridges, $2,000; support of poor, EGGS AND CHICKS
reached, although the boys on the Maude Levensaler.
Ballots Fell Like Snowflakes
BLACK Cat, lost straight . haired,
$1,003; maintenance third class
ground tried frantically to let them Mrs. William. Collins of Portland
with small white spot on neck. Plea-e
cS.
SL
X
R
Si,n.°
roads, $400; road patrol, $400; snow
know what they were coming down
TELEPHONE 876J.________________
Flock, for April and^May {^lv
Balloting aplenty was the order removal. $800; town expenses, $400; Clean
into. Finally they saw three Zeros has been guest of her parents, Mr.
SATURDAY night between 8.30 and
ery L B ROKES and SON, Tel 2261.
hit them at 15,000 feet. Ray imme and Mrs. Milton Creamer.
11 00 o'clock mans black fur-lined
oi yesterday in Waldoboro, where town officers, $803; Memorial Day, Camden._____________ _______
diately turned out to sea, while John William Bramhall. Guy Bessey \\ illiatn H Brooks, Jr., was the only
DAY old Barred Rock chicks from elove lo6t. Finder please TEL ROCK
__________ 21*22
Pullorum clean flock for sale, hatched LAND. 612
ny probably did what he could on and Alfred Morton were business citizen elected to office (clerk) $10 and street lights. $200
on order. TEL. 263-14. City.
19-21
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. LEON
the guns. But one gunner can’t visitors in town Friday
WE are now booking orders for Sexed ARD A. MADDOCKS, Oamden St Tel
without opposition, Mrs. Arlene
HOP E
cover every side at once, and they
or Straight day old Rhode Island Red 271J._____________________________ 21-T-23
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Boggs
and
Hoffses. candidate for tax collector
didn’t stand a chance against three
Chicks from our Maine U. 8 Approved
RATION Book No. 4 lost FREDERICK
21*T23
Zeros. Next day the plane was found daughter Louise have been in Bos running a close second, with only Town Appropriates $1,000 To Pay Off Pullorum Clean Flock Hatches every F MONROE. So Thomaston.
Monday
Order
earlv
for
date
RATION Book No. 3 lost. ALFRED
shot down and burned about twenty ton. They were joined there by one vote against her. His vote
ence.
Telephone 33W
HUOH W- W LUDWIG. Thomaston, R F D
Remaining Schoolhouse Bonds
miles from Malang Field.”
LTTTLE. Rockland. Me.
lot*
their son, AC Frank Boggs, sta- count w*as 202. Fred) L. Bums, run
21»T23
“Shortly after that,” said Boone, tiondl in New York
GAS A Book Lost. HENRY M CAR
ning
for
selectman,
was
victor
with
the gunner, "we had a tough little
The town of Hope, at its meeting
ROLL. West Rockport__________ 21*T-23
Mrs. Joseph Stafford has been 143 tallies over his opponent, Mau
mission—a night flight to bomb a
WANTED
yesterday,
voted
appropriations
of
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. WAL
Jap task force which was attacking visiting her son Joseph, stationed rice M. Hilton, with 63 Six can $13,301, which teps last year’s ap
TER HUSSEY. Box 21, RF D , Thomaston._______ _______________________ 21*T-23
one of the islands down toward Aus in Newport, R. I.
didates raced for the posts of as
RATION Books 4 lost in Perry's
tralia. I forget which one it was if Interesting South Sea Souvenirs sessors: Ernest L. Bums, 137; Le propriations by $1,250. There was
HOUSE or apartment wanted fur
Saturday night.
GEORGE B.
but very little discussion on any of nished or unfurnished. Adult couple Market
I ever knew—that was the naviga are on display in the window of
McLELIAN
and GEORGE K
MC
forest
I
Mank,
131;
Ralph
P
Stahl,
TEL 625. Camden______ __________
tor’s business. Six of us took off Clark's Drug Store. They were
the articles In the warrant, except
LELLAN. _____________________________
GOOD
clean
used
cars
wanted.
E
O.
98; Ernest G. Castner, 84; Fred S.
from Malang, but before we started
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. FLORA
ing on the one providing for snow PHILBROOK & SON. 632 Main St. TeL
Simmons, 77; and! Nelson Schuman,
NOYES DWIGHT NOYES. MARJORIE
for the target,.Ave had to fly over sent home by ‘tReggie” French.
466
W.
Rockland.
_____________
1
20
NOYES and DONALD NOYES 21*T 23
(New telephones have been in 59 The first three. Burns, Mank removal. It was finally decoded to
to Jockstrap and load up with Dutch
SMALL Cretrac Tractor with good
leave
the
matter
to
the
selectmen
to
track
and
motor
wanted.
WM
HAJJ,.
bombs—they were running low at stalled in the residences of Gran and Stahl, were elected.
handle under contract on a mileage Hope, Maine. Tel_8_l15:__________ 21 22
Malang, and the Dutch at Jockstrap ville Winchenpaw, Douglas Dean,
FOR SALE
Treasurer
and tax collector is Ar
EXPERIENCED young woman want
had plenty. Then we took off at Kenneth Boardman and Myoma V.
basis.
ed
for
general
housework
In
family
of
lene C. Hoffses for whom 190 votes
eight o’clock at night in some of
An appropriation of $1,000 to pay two; Includes cooking. MRS CHARLES
TWO electric razors for sale. 1 Col.
were cast. Road' commissdonship
SHELDON. 56 Masonic St.. city.___ 21tf
the dirtiest weather I ever hope to Simmons in Friendship.
Schick and 1 Triple Head Remington.
off
the remaining schoolhouse bonds
(Russell
Hilton
is
at
home
on
fur

USED fishing tackle wanted.
Fly Both In good condition.
PHONE
went to E. John Miller, 156; San
fly. In that country a storm at
and bait casting rods. Sporting 1106M, Rockland.
21*22
night is so black it’s like going lough. H»was joined in New York ford L. Brown, 141; and Franklyn was passed. thus providing for the reels
Good® Dept.
Tet. 205. H. H. CRIE
red Cocker Spaniel dog for sale,
into the closet under the stairs where by Mrs. Hilton, who accompanied L Pitcher, 128; the unsuccessful clearing of this indebtedness.
& CO.
_
21-23
pedigreed. TEL 270W.
21*22
all the old overshoes are, and pull him home.
Thomas Winston was
elected
MAKE BIG EARNINGS NOW
runners
being
Harold
L.
Ac
horn,
gl,
~ONION
sets
for
sale,
just
arrived.
AND
AFTER
THE
WAR!
ing the door shut. For our rendez
Mrs. Ethel Feyler has returned and Willie G. Wallace, 63 There moderator, and conducted the har
Instruction, Male
Look Into oppor Ready to plant. H. H. CRIE CO.. 328
vous we turned on the wing lights.
21-24
tunities In air conditioning and re Main St Tel.' 205. Rockland
monious
meeting
with
despatch.
from
a
visit
in
Boston.
PARLOR, set practically new for sale.
are three fire wards, 191 votes go
But even with them it took us fortyfrigeration!
Great boom after the
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Randolph ing to Wendell L. Blanchard’; 182 to Raymond E. Ludwig, Frank H. war will skyrocket earnings for prop TEL. 775 before 6 p. m.__________ 21 22
five minutes to assemble. Then we
trained) men.
Thousands ot
TWO cows for sale, to freshen In a
went up to 18,000 trying to climb have been spending a few days in William A. Freeman; and 179 to Morse and Arthur F. Hart were erly
machines
will
need
overhauling. few days. L. E. RIGGS. South Thomout, but we were still in that storm. Portland.
Would like to hear from reliable me aston.______ _ _____________________ 21*22
Herbert R. Oldlis. Candidates for elected, without opposition, as se chanically
Inclined! men
we
can
It was darker than the inside of a
HOUSE-TRAILER. 1942 Travelo, 20
Miss Bessie Reed and Mrs. Alice school committee were Elsie M. lectmen, assessors and overseers ot train now tp repair and in-stall air
black cow, but every now and thep
ft. fully equipped. TEL. 199M.
conditioning
and
refrigeration
equip

________________ _________ 21-22
the lightning would rip everything Harris were Rockland visitors, Mank, winner with 127; her oppo the poor; Frank Grassow. Maynard ment. No interference with present
Job.
Write
at
on
ce
giving
name,
ad
Thursday.
Bowley
and
Fred
Kimball
were
SMALL
pigs for sale, also one sow.
wide open—the whole cloud around
nent, Walter E. Kailer, 77. Ralph
UTILITIES INST., care Cou ROY KNOTT. So. Thcmaston.
21*lt
Mrs. Gladys Grant spent the W Miller continued! his service as elected road commissioners ; Howard dress.
us would flame up, and you could see
rier-Gazette.
21*22
PIGS
for
sale,
week
of
the
20th
at
to read fine print in the cabin. We week-end at home from Bath.
Coose was elected sexton; and Mrs.
For a 1941 Chevro THE CITY FARM. Tel. 117W.
moderator.
T
21 22
were like a bug in a neon tube.
let, Ford or Ply
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lunden of
CpMB. black oil a'nd gas range for
Compensation of the assessors AvisI Nichols was elected a memmouth. More for a sale.
Then blackness would close in, and West Rockport visited Sunday at
Home Clarion range, nice pot
larger car.
Write
ber
of
the
schcol
board
for
three
was
fixed
at
$350
for
the
chairman,
it would be a long time before your
giving make, year, I type heater, also other heaters, Iron
Mrs.
Gladys
Grant
’
s.
beds
and
springs, large coffee urn.
and $225 for each of the other two. years. The other members of the
model, mlle'age car
eyes could make out the little blueC. E. GROTRON, <J38 Camden St. Tel
has
been
driven,
pink exhaust flame of the plane
Authorization was granted the school board are: Elroy Beverage
’
'_________________2ltf
general
condition | 1091W. •
next to you.
BurdeU’s Dress Shop. Winter school committee to appoint a and Raymond Crabtree.
of car and tires, I Round dining table, 4 chairs and
"After about an hour we had Dresses reduced to $4.95, $7.96 and
and
your phone leaves, $8, set of hand scales, $2; oak
Other officiers elected
were:
number.
Address refrigerator, $12; Magee range with
plowed through the storm, and were $10.95. Misses, Junior and Women’s school physician and to pay $180
“Car.’
rare
The coll, $15: small writing desk. $5;
Thomas
Winston
andi
Maynard
for
thia
purpose.
Public
health
flying above scattered moon-flecked
2 plate electric stove, $2; two office
Courier-Gazette.
slzes.adv.
nursing was granted $150. Select Bowley, constables; Thomas Win
desk siwlvel chairs, $10; oak desk with
overcast down below us at about
LEARN PRACTICAL NURSING
glass shelf. $18; 2 parlor tables, $7 and
4,000.
men will appoint a committee of ston, treasurer and tax collector,
Instruction. Be a trained practical $8; small air tight wood stove, $5; bu
nurse.
Big
demand.
High
wages.
“At 10:30 we were over the target,
reau with mirror, $15; leatherette
four to act with/them in investi and Ellen W. Ludwig, clerk.
SPRUCE HEAD
Learn qulcklp a home. Fine extra couch. $12
L. PALADINO, 359 Main
and we glided down to 3,000 feet to
money occupation.
Work when you St.. City._________
gating
the
advisability
of
estab

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Wall
and
20-21
see what was going on. Through
please. Ages 18 to 55. High school
TWO cows for*; sale, freshen soon.
SOUTH THOMASTON
not necessary. Write for free infor
the hunks of clouds we could see daughter Eleanor were business vis lishing and maintaining a perma
mation. WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRAC GEO WINSLOW, Old County Road.
nent, full time, fire chief and
the gun flashes of Jap warships lob itors Thursday in Portland.
TICAL NURSrNG, care The Courier- RFD., Rcckland._________________ 20*22
bing shells into that poor old town.
Mrs. Edith Low and Chester Wall watchman; findings to be present Only One Contest Yesterday—Ap Gazette. ___________________________ 21*22
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale. In
propriations (Less Than Last Year.
Then we would see the flash when were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. ed at a future town meeting. A
BOARDING home wanted for good cluding parlor stove, 2 kitchen stoves,
natured. healthy baby girl. 6 mo. old. china cabinet, washing machine and
the shells exploded. They had fires
contingent fund was voted in the
and
Mrs.
Elbert
Burton.
References
exchanged. Write H.. care oil stove; 19 MYRTLE STREET. City.
already going in several places, and
20*21
South Thomaston’s town meeting COURIER-GAZETI'E______________ 21-lt
amount
of
$200
to
be
used
to
house
Mrs. Arnold Stimpson was recent
of course the town had absolutely
SHOATS for sale ERNEST E. LAMB.
went
along
smoothly
yesterday,
with
USED
Stoves
wanted,
used
lumber,
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Gor the fire equipment and town office.
nothing to hit back with.
Tel. Warren
wood sawing outfit. Model A Ford. I Middle road. Warren.
20*23
Another Improvement for the fire an attendance of nearly 50 citizens. buv anything what have you? C E. 1-13.
“But clouds protected the Jap don Simmons.
GROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091W
MODERN
house
for
sale,
first
class
The
sum
appropriated
was
$9,566,
a
fleet, so we couldn’t make a run on
21 tf condition; North End. location; 7
Pvt. Ralph B. Maker, who is' department was the appropriation
just where we guessed those gun
lesser
amount
than
last
year
by
of $700 as an increase to the sink
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, •rooms, bath, furnace, garage. Chance
flashes were the thickest. Bombs spending 10 days’ furlough with his ing fund for the purchase of a new $506.
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM for hens and garden. Fuel for bal
Quick sale desired,
ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W.
9-T tf ance of Winter
were scarce. Orders had been if mother, Mrs. Martha Maker in
Selectmen, assessors and. over
$3200. F. H WOOD, Court House.
GENERAL trucking, hauling, coal
we didn’t find a good target, to bring Rockland, called Sunday on friends fire truck.
20-22
Improvements will be continued seers ot the poor and town agents rubbish and ashes TEL 2S5M 20 21
them home, so we did. We had no and relatives here.
PAIR four»year-old colts for saJe;
BOY
or
girl
wanted
who
wishes
to
flares aboard to light up that haron the road from Orff’s Corner to elected were: Wallace H. Bragg learn the dry cleaning business. A good A-l team. weight 3400, nice workers;
also pair light horses, all clever, nice
bor, or any installation for dropping
Apply at PEOPLE'S stuff. O. W. CARROLL. Rockland
ward the Jefferson town line Robert Carey and George Fantom. paying trade
LAUNDRY,
tel.
170,
located
at
17
them. The old Forts were never
TENANT’S HARBOR
- 20*22
($300); and repairs made on the The only competition was for second Limerock St.. Rockland.
20tf
cut out for nightwork, but of course
The ladies of Puritan Rebekah road from Route 32 to the Noble selectman, George E. Snow losing
CHARIS
foundation
garments.

HOUSEKEEPER for man alone want LIAN JOYCE. 74 Willow St., City. LIL
in a war you sometimes get into Sewing Circle will sponsor a card
Tel.
ed,
on
Camden
Rd.,
near
Oakland
boro town line ($500); also repairs on a close ballot. Other officers Park FRED M THOMAS. Tel 44 5. 932R.______________________________ 20*21
cracks where you use whatever
HOUSE In Warren, for sale, 8
you’ve got to do what must be done. pajty Thursday evening March 16, to the road, from the South Waldo elected were Randall R. Hopkins, _______________________________ 20*21-22
rooms, near schools and churches,
“We hated it, leaving that poor at 8 o’clock at I.O.O.F. hall. Ad boro churches to the Warren town treasurer and tax collector; Amos GENERAL Trucking and hauling, cheap
for cash. Write W. C., care THE
old town burning while the Japs sat mission 15 cents. Refreshments line ($300).
COURIEIR-GAZETTE______________ 20*21
F. Norton, clerk and Mrs. Helen HUI coal, rubbish and ashes. TEL 902W.
19tf
out there and tossed shells into her, will be served
21-lt
HOTEL Edison Hot Point Broiler
©parks flew to the extent of a member of school board for three
MEN and Women, average 90c per 1940; Iced Tea and Coffee Cooler;
without giving it even a little help—
hour. Full or part time work. No portable oven (coal or wood); single
separate vote on Article 27, “to see years. The other members of the experience necessary. Write for de
but it had to be.
Ras plate; tables and dining room
"On our return we found that
if the town will vote to maintain a board are Elizabeth Mitchell and tails. EMPLOYMENT MANAGER. Box chairs for sale. THE COPPER KETTLE
3
67-C,
Newark.
1.
N.
J.
__________
19*21
405W
20 21
storm had moved on down Java and
fire hydrant at the comer of Mar Mildred Harjula.
PAINTING Jobs and paper hanging
was squatting right on Malang
SLABWOOD
4-foot.
delivered
ROB
BUY US. WU BONDS
ble avenue and Oak street if the
Appropriations were: Town gov wanted by expert workmen. All work ERT ESANCY, Liberty. Tel Washing
Field. The turf was soaked into ap
Prices reasonable. JO ton. 12-23.
20-21
Waldoboro Water Co. will extend ernment. $1,500; fire protection,$200; guaranteed.
SEPH CLOUGH. 14 Oak St. Tel. 1112M
ple jelly, and our pilot did a wonder
36-foot
Dragger for sale,
fully
19-24
their
water
mains,
as
petitioned
for
miscellaneous,
$50;
highways
ano
ful job on the landing. We were dred and fifty men. What with get
equipped for scallop or fish dragging.
SECOND-HAND furniture
bought, 2 nets, $1300. A. L. ANDEIRSON, Cam
worried, because we knew that a ting two or three hours’ sleep a by Granville 6. Wincapaw and bridges. $1,400; poor relied, $250; also
Junk TEL,. 314R or write P O. den, Me.
19-22
single pound weight on the brakes night, we all lost weight—two of us others." It was maintained by the schools, $3,700; schoolhouse repairs, BOX 862 City,________ _______
21tf
BUNCH of Pre-war Studio Couches,
would start our twenty-five tons slid lost nineteen pounds and Charlie lost opposing faction that a reservoir
WTLL pay from $7 to $15 each for all seme
$100; school administration, $200; marble
new, some used, some good, and
top tables, depending on size, some no
ing over that slippery field like it twenty-th'ree, and it wasn’t scared
good, lots of used table model
near
the
Baptist
Church
was
ade

condition
and
style
of
them.
I
also
Interest
on
notes
and
bonds,
$90;
was the frozen surface of a pond. off us, either.
radios, over night case, portable, bat
pay
from
$5
to
$8
each
for
old
parlor
quate for this need. Finally the maintenance of special resolve road, lamps with colored flowers on them. tery. ESectrlc. like new; two Phil Gas
So to keep from piling up in a crash
“We all felt that with a decent
cream
enamel
and white
If you really want to get the top comb,
at the end of the runway (remem meal we could do a lot more. So article was relegated to indefinite
(Continued on Page Six)
prices for your antiques write W. J. enamel, the white one with oil burn
ber, we had all our bombs aboard as much as we needed sleep, at postponement by a vote of 18 to 7.
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden.
16tf er. tank« regulator, ready to use. Very
nice large size pot burner oil heater,
and couldn’t dump them because eight or nine o’clock at night we'd
“Thumbs down’’ was the gesture
UsED Furniture and Stoves wanted. garage air compressor, with V2-horse
they were precious), our pilot take the Dutch bus into town to a
We will pay cash or trade for new. poweT motor, 5-tx>n. floor jack, 1938
MISCELLANEOUS
Call 1154. V F STUDLETV. INC., 283 Chevrolet Coupe, first class, 1938 Olds
ground-looped her, so she would restaurant owned by a Javanese, on matters of: State Aid road con
Main St.. Rockland.
15tf moblle Coupe, first class. 1934 Chev
start sliding sideways in that muck. which had a Dutch waitress who struction; repairs to Old County
PERMANENT WAVE 59c! Do your
WAri'K.ESSES wanted at Park Street rolet 2-door, not Classed but good, one
Skidding along, he waited until she spoke English, just to buy us a thick, 1 road;
advertising natural re own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit Lun
ch. TEL. 838R or call at PARK 1938 G.B.C. 3/fton truck extra good. I
had revolved in a 180-degree turn rare steak. Americans have got to ' sources; blister rust control; waiv Complete equipment. Including 40 STREET LUNCH.
13tf have a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
with an oil burner In lt, that I will
curlers and shamipoo. Easy to do. ab
and was sliding backward. Of course have red meat to fight on. Give ing of itemized receipts and' dis solutely
OLD
furniture
wanted.
Why
not sell at a real bargain. Does anyone
harmless.
Praised by thou
she would then have crashed tail- them that and they’ll manage to
sell
those
old
haircloth
pieces
and
that
sands Including Fay McKenzie, glam
need a wind charger? I have a factory
bursements in town report. All of orous
movie star. Money refunded If marble top furniture while the de made one, somebody ought to need
first into the end of the field and sleep when they can.
mand
for
lt
Is
In
evidence
and
the
those James-Way wood brooder stoves,
E.
B. CROCKETT
these articles were indefinitely not satisfied.
blown up all of us, but he was able
I am not hunting for I don’t. I have some good used furni
“We finally took over the mess,
STORE.
22*31 price good
bargains and will pay good prices for ture. that ought to be used by some
to stop her by gunning the motors. but that didn't help much, because postponed.
good
merchandise.
Write
W
J. one else. I also have a very nice 60-acre
Even if the wheels couldn’t bite into by then the field was being bombed
Office of Selectmen
Appropriations, segregated in
FRENCH, 10 High 8t., Camden, Me
farm on a good road, that I win
that slippery ground, the propellers regularly. The mess sergeant had regulation manner, reached a to
TOWN OF ISLE AU HAUT, ME.
______________________
12tf sell, good buildings, electric lights, wa
could bite the air. It was neat.
Pursuant to a petition by James E.
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves ter. hardwood Moors lumber, wood and
his kitchen blown up three times in
“Another gripe we had on Malang a single day, and this didn’t improve tal of $51,388, showing little varia Holland, requesting a license to build, and oil burners C E GROTTON, 138 blueberries. Why we h»ve almost every
extend and maintain a fish weir Into Camden St. Tel. 1091W___________istf thing here In Washington, Earl Boyn
Field was the food. The mess was the flavor of things. But the worst tion from those of last year.
the tide waters within the limits of
ton has a lot of 1940, .'41. and '42
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted, Chevrolet cars, Murdick Cramer, has
in charge of the Dutch. They served thing was, he’d got hold of three
said town of Isle au Haut. and In ac
also
marble
top
tables.,
and
old
7 good horses, and plenty of Gossip
cordance with the provisions of Sec
only one hot meal a day, and this truckloads of Reigel pale beer, and
APPLETON
CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St- besides from the Neighbors. If you
tion 176. Chapter 5 of the Revised books
Tel.
Rockland,
1240.
18tf
was always at noon—usually hot had the cases neatly stacked when a
need anything let us know. HAROLD
Statutes of 1830, as amended by Chap
B KALER, Washington, Me. TeL 5-25.
soup with boiled beef and potatoes. Jap bomb scored a direct hit, leav Arthur Robbins Winner Of the ter 139 of the Public Laws of 1931. and
Always home Sundays.
________ istf
further amended by Chapter 88 of
But I only got to eat this hot noon ing not more than three dozen bot
Only Contest Marking Y esterthe Public Laws of 1935. co wit;
GRAHAM
car
for
sale.
Supercharg
TO
LET
meal three times—I was always out tles. I never saw men any madder
To be situated In Eastern Cove,
er, 6 cylinder, been driven 15.900 miles,
t day’s Town Meeting
Merchant's Island; from tbe land ol
on missions, which should give some than we were when we came out of
5 practically new tires, new battery
John D. Peabody, southerly wing to
and car In perfect j^iape
Can get
idea how busy we were.
our foxholes and word went around
be four (400) hundred feet, more or
FURNISHED apartment to let. V. In touch with me any day at 4 30 p. m.
Adstin Towle. Hugh K. MbCorrt- less, from the Western Point of Har
“They had baskets of food for us they had blown up our beer.”
TEL
CAMDEN,
2052.
18-21
bor Island., leaving a passage for boats F. STUDLEY. 77 Park St Tel. 330.
to take up in the plane—pineapples,
21 tf
“They’d moved us over to Madi son and Arthur Robbins were elected between weir and shore.
CROCKEii' house on Main 8t. for •
tropical fruit, and then sandwiches un Field,” said the Bombardier,
Ordered, that public notice be
ROOM to let. 97 Union St. TEL. sale; 10 rooms, large lot land; now
which were either a slab of cheese, “and we had your troubles and some
21-lt being converted into apartments. Low
given upon said petition by publica 970M ___________________ .______
In the Rockland Courier-Gazette
or else raw bacon, in between two more besides. When we first ar ONE OF THE GREATEST tion
FURNISHED room to let. good i'oca- price for quick sale. Opposite Jame
that all Interested persons may appear tlon. near business section.
TEL. son s Market. Has commercial possi
thick hunks of bread. We found this rived there were no P-40’s or anti
on the premises In said isle au Haut I106M______________________________ 2It< bilities.
CARL SIMMONS, Rockland.
TEL. 1240.
17tX
on Tuesday. March 21 at 2 o'clock In
heavy stuff made gas in your intes aircraft guns for miles to keep the
FURNISHED room adjoining bath
r'
the afternoon, at which time and place
tines and just as you got to high al Zeros up. But we did have three
DE1SIRABLE
property
for
eale
in
the Selectmen aforesaid will give a to let. TEL 768J after 6 p. m. 21 22 Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
FOR
HOME
titude going over the target, this D-model Fortresses out of commis
public bearing upon said petition and
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment OOULD. TeL 2306 or 2170, Oamden
proceed to examine the premises afora- with bath to let. Adults only; 57 PA __________
_______
USE!
gas swelled up, giving you the sion we were using for spare parts.
Ittf
said.
— — —— — girls who suffer from simple ane
CIFIC ST., City.
20*21
gripes. So we'd eat the fruit and So Lieutenant McGee dismounted You
Dated at Isle au Haut. Knox Coun
mia or who lose so much during monthTT5NEafE24T opposite Shipyard to let.
throw the sandwiches away.
periods that you feel tired, weak. ty. Maine on this 8th day of March
their guns, and Master Sergeant Sil
During the Middle Ages peacocks
Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY. 96
____
“Also Malay cooks don’t know hot va and I decided to mount them in ’dragged out*'—due to low blood iron A. D. 1944.
Mechanic
St
Tel. 436W
I7tf frequently graced the banquet table,
—start at once—try Lydia Pinkham’s
CHAS. H. TURNER.
food—the breakfast soft-boiled eggs holes around the airfield. At least TABLETS—one of the bast wavs to help
HOLLSS B NEVELLS
build up red blood to get more strength
cooked whole and served with their
were always hard, and they’d bring these would keep off strafers.
FORREST MacDONALD.
and energy—In such eases. Follow label
Peltotnun
of
Isle
au
Haut.
out a No. 10 can of jam fora byngorgeous plumage as garnishing.
(Uiwuona. Worth tryingI
Read The Oourier-Oagette
(To
coDUoueO)
31»U

I TiiSsSay-FridaV

VINALHA1
I.
Correspondent

Dedication of the Hone
Union Church for servi,
the town was held Sundi
morning service. Two
mark the names of Allen
and Edward Smith, A.R.)
inspiring sermon by the p:
C. S. Mitchell, special mu
choir and the reading of
on the Roll by Miss Alic<
ton, made a most imprei
.to winch was added the b
.profusion of flowej-s gu
tives and friends
A card party was held 1
by the American Legicr
with eight tables of brii,
Coffee and doughnuts w<
Ladies’ prizes were woi
Margie Chilles, first;
Winslow, second; men's.
Wentworth, first, Feri^
second.
Miss Etta Beverage ol
ven was weekend guest
Mrs. George Bragdon
Frederick Zwicke, U S
Neck ljglit Station am:
.Starrett of Thomaston
Alie past week at the ho

and Mrs. A M. Miller
The “Bridge 8'' were
Thursday

night by

Ml

Drew at her home on
Lunch was served am,
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FECTIVE

S
COSTS
exceed three lines I*50 cents. Additional
ts for two times. Flee

called L e. adrertlMsent to Ths CeRrlerIdltlonaL

AND FOUND
Cait. lost straight . haired,
ill white spot on neck. Please
>NE 876J._______ _ ______ 21*23
DAY night between 8.30 and
•lock mans black lur-llned
Finder please TEL. ROCK2
_________________ 21*22
M Books 3 and 4 lost. LBONMADDOCKB, Camden St. Tel.
21-T-23
N Book No 4 lost FREDERICK
OE. So Thomaston.
21*T23
tf Book No. 3 lost. ALFRED
HO. Thomaston, R F D
21*T23
Boi?k Lost. HENRY M CAR"
• Rockport
21»T-23
Books 3 and 4 lost. WAI?3SEY. Box 21. RFD, Thom______________ 21*T 23
Books 4 lost in Perry's
iaturdav night
OEORGE B.
N and OEOROE K
Mc-

Books 3 and 4 lost FLORA
DWIGHT NOYES. MARJORIE
nd DONALD NOYES. 21*T 23

" —.....

FOR SALE
rtrlc razors for sale. 1 Col.
id 1 Triple Head Remington,
good condition.
PHONE
K-kland_________________ 21 *p
cker Spaniel dog for sale.
21*22
TEL 270W
si ts for sale, Jnst arrived,
plant H H CRIE CO., 328
Tel. 205. Rockland.
21-24
set practically new for sale,
re c p m.
21-22
for sale, to freshen In a
I, E RIGC16. South Thom________________________ 21*22
TRAILER. 1942 Travelo. 20
quipped. TEL. 199M.
___________________ 21-22
pigs for sale, also one sow.
>TT. So Thcmaston.
21*lt
ir sale, week of the 20th at
FARM Tel. 117W.
21-22
black oil and gas range for
me Clarion range, nice pot
er. also other heaters. Iron
springs, large coffee urn.
JTTON, 138 Camden St. TeJ.
__ __________________ 2 Itf
dining table. 4 chairs and
set of hand scales, $2; oak
>r. $12; Magee range with
small writing desk. $5;
ectrlc stove. $2; two office
j] chairs. $10; oak desk with
$18; 2 parlor tables, $7 and
air tight wood stove. $5; bu
ll
mirror, $15: leatherette
L PALADINO. 359 Main
_________________ 20 21
owe for’ sale, freshen soon.
'iSLOlV, Old County Road.
ickland._________________ 20*22
IOLD furniture for sale, Injrlor stove. 2 kitchen stovee,
ilnet. washing machine and
19 MYRTLE STREET. City.
20*21
lor sale ERNEST E LAMB*
jad. Warren.
Tel. Warren
_________________ 20*23
house for sale, first class
North End location; 7 •
th. furnuce, garage. Chance
, and garden
Fuel for balwlnter
Quick sale desired.
H WOOD. Court House.
__ __________________ 20-22
our-year old colts for safe;
weight 3400. nice workers;
light horses, all clever, nice
W CARROLL. Rockland
_______ _________________ 20*22
foundation garments. LLLCE 74 Willow St . City. Tel.
___________________ 20*21
ln Warren, for sale. 8
rar schools and churches,
cash Write W. C . care THE
•GAZETTE
20*21
Edison Hot Point Broiler
Tea and Coffee Cooler;
jiven (coal or wood); single
tables and dining room
sale. IHE COPPER KETTLE
_____ ____________ 20 21
OD 4-fcot. delivered. ROB-'
ICY. Liberty. Tel. Washlng________________ 20-21
Dragger for sale,
fully
tor scallop or fl&h dragging
00. A. L. ANDERSON. Cam_____________
19-22
of Pre war Studio Couches^
some used, some good, and
aod, lots of used table model
ar night ease, portable, bat
tle. like new; two PhU Gas
ream enamel and white
ie white one with oil burnegulator, ready to use Very
size pot burner oil heater,
compressor with >2-horse
'tor. 5-ton. floor Jack. 1938
Coupe, first class. 1938 Oldsiupe first class. 1934 Chevir. not classed but good- one
3« ton truck extra good, I
ne. and Ivory enamel stove
'll burner in lt. that I will
real bargain. Does anyone
Id charger? I have a factory
. somebody ought to need
es-Way wood brooder stoves,
have some good used furnlought to be used by 6omealso have a very nice 60-acre
a good road, that I win
outiaings. electric lights, waood Moors lumber, wood and
W hy we have almost everyIn Washington. Earl Boynlot of 1940. . 41. and '42
cars. Murdlck Cramer, has
>rses. and plenty of Gossip
'om ttie Neighbors, if you
ning let us know. HAROLD
Washington. Me. TeL 5-25.
me Sundays.
istf
■I car for sale. Superchargder. been driven 15.000 miles,
lly new tires, new battery
In perfect s^iape. Can get
• uh me any day at 4 30 p. m.
IDEN 2052.
18 21
rr house on Main St. for •
oms. large lot land; now .
erted into apartments. Low
quick sale. Opposite Jametet. Has commercial possl^ARL SIMMONS, Rockland.
___________________ 17tf
3LE property for sale la
o settle estate. J. HERBERT
rel. 2306 or 2170. Camden

18tf

the Middle Ages peacocks
F graced the banquet table,
dole and served with their
plumage as garnishing.

r

Tues9ay-Fri3av

Rockland Courler-GazeRe, Tuesday, Marcfi 14,1944

hi me of her sister, Mrs. Hilma Web
ster. Dinner was served at noon
VINALHAVEN
and the afternoon passed witn
cards.
Wyvem Winslow S 2c, US N., ar
Correspondent
rived Saturday from San Diego,
Cal., and with Mrs. Winslow who
Dedication of the Honor Roll at
accompanied from Rockland is
Union Church for service men oi
spending a short leave with his par
the town was held Sunday at the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S.dney Winslow
morning service. Two gold stars
Members of the Atlantic Street
mark the names of Allen Middleton I
Bridge Cluib were guests of Mrs. Ida
and Edward Smith, A_R_M 2c An. Libby Friday night. Refreshments
inspiring sermon by the pastor. Rev.
were served. Honors at cards went
C. S. Mitchell, special music by tlie
to Miss Muriel Chilles, first; and
choir and the reading of the names
Mr.s. Hazel Dyer, second.
on the Roll by Miss Alice Whitting
Mrs. Annie Patrick of Rockland
ton, made a most impressive service
spent the weekend at the home of
.to which was added the beauty of a her son, Herbert Patrick.
o^irofusion of flowers gifts of rela
To celebrate their 44th wedding
tives and friends.
anniversary Mr. and Mrs. George
A card party was held Wednesday
Smith, Mias Elizabeth Pease ^nd
by the American Legion Auxiliary Newbert entertained at dinner and
with eight tables of bridge at piay.
caids Friday, Mr. and Mrs. L. C
Coffee and doughnuts were served. Mrs. F. H. Winslow.
Indies’ prizes were won by Mrs.
Burton N. Carter Sic USCG re
Margie Chilles, first; Mrs. Maude
cently spent a short leave with Mrs.
Winslow, second; men’s, Capt. John
Carter and infant daughter, Lau
Wentworth, first, Femald Ames retta Nancy.
second.
Carolyn Alley and Dorothy Smith
Miss Etta Beverage of North Ha
passed Wednesday and Thursday in
ven was weekend guest cf Mr. and
Rockland.
Mrs. George Bragdon.
t
Mrs Charles
Polk
returned
Frederick Zwicke, US.C.G., Heron
Thursday from Rcckland. accom
Neck Ijght Station and Capt. Earl panied by her husband who has a
Aitarrett of Thomaston were guests
short leave from the Navy.
past week at the home of Capt.
Mr.s. Marie Carver recently re
and Mrs. A M. Miller.
ceived a V-mail letter from her son
The "Bridge 8” were entertained
Wallace L. Smith of the Navy, re
Thursday nighjt by Mlrs. Beulah porting his safe arrival "some
Drew at her home on High street. where ”
Lunch was served and honors at
Florice Young and
Dorothy
cards were won by Mrs Mertie Stin Swears were recent visitors in
son, first; Mrs Sadu Robbins, sec 1 Rockland.
ond; and Mrs. Tena Christie, third. r
Mrs. Sarah Lawry
Tiie Nitaneat Club met Thursday
Mrs. Sarah Lawry widow of Ed
with Mrs. Phyllis Guilford Lunch
■was served and the evening devoted win Lawry, died suddenly Saturday
to knitting. Members present were morning at the home of her daugh
Ethelyn Arey, Dccis Arey, Althea ter, Mrs Harry Young where she
Bickford, Elizabeth Davidson. Ran was spending the Winter.
ees Gilchrist, Cleo Drew, Erdine
Mrs. Lawry. who was 73 years ol
."^liilles. Doiothy Bennett, Edith age, was born in St Albans, daugh
Thomas and Barbara Healey.
ter of Samuel and Sarah (Leach)
Mrs Sada Robbins was hostess to Gordon. She came here when a
the Noneaters Wednesday at the j young girl, wheie she married Mr.

Support
The Red Cross
''Give in a spirit of mercy
for the cause of merev”

SALADA1
Ami? hoard unused
transportation

BurdeU's Dress Shop
Winter
Dresses reduced' to $4 96. $7 96 and
$10.95. Misses, Junior and Women's
sizes adv.

WEST ROCKPORT

The need for transportation of war workers is
urgent! And we Ponrfac dealers are making an

all-out effort to supply this vital need. We are offering to
huv all makes and models of used cars—reconditioning
them when necessary —then offering them for resale to
essential workers. If your car is not in use, we earnestly
urge you to sell it now so that it can be made available to

some war worker.
WC FAY TOP PRICE TOR ALL MAKES
AND MODELS. COME IN NOW WITH
YOUR CAR AND TITLE... OR WE'LL
SEND AN APPRAISER ON REQUEST.

•f
C. W. Hopkins

C? W. Hopkins

712 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

12 BAYVIEW ST.
CAMDEN, ME.

Harold C. Ralph
ROUTE NO. 1
WALDOBORO, ME.

««««
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel 40

3

The Congregational Brotherhood
meets
Thursday at the chapel fol
j
lowing supper at 6 30 Those not
solicited will furnish sweets.
Past Grand and Past Noble Grand
Association of Knox and Lincoln
Counties meets Wednesday in Cam
den This will be the annual meet
ing with election of officers. Sup
per will be served on arrival of
guests. Visiting members will take
sweets and butter and sugar tor
their own use.

UNION
Thousands of thrifty
hoifsewives are switching to

VALUAMf COUPON OM BACH CAM

Pontiac Dealeri

Still A Mystery

WARREN

Mr and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mr.
and Mrs Henry Keller, Miss Arlene
Keller and Miss Betty Cavanaugh
ol Rockport were among those who
attended Farm and Home week at
Orono.
MEDOMAK
Miss Hazel Nutt returned Monday
Mrs.
Grace
Freeman of Waldoboro
to the U. of M. after a vacation
spent at the home of her brother- recently spent two weeks with her
in-law and sister, Mr and Mrs. sister, Mrs. Linwood Castner.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kaler and
Keith Crcckett.
Mrs. Nancy Genthner were Rock
Relatives have received during
land visitors Monday.
the past week several V-mail let
Mrs. Freda Collamore spent the
ters from Daniel Andrews, son of
past
week with her sister in MusMr. and Mrs. Joseph Andrews. He j
congus.
is serving with the Army air forces I
ground crew in Italy. He says they | Mrs. Annie Genthner, Mrs. Rosie
call it “Sunny Italy” but be doesn’t Collamore Mrs. Regina Carter and
understand why. Such mud he j Mrs. Amy Willey have employment
at the Medomak Canning factory in
never saw before.
Winslow
’s Mills.
Mrs. Edwin Lermond has returned '
Miss Addie McLain and Elsie Meto the home of her parents, Mr. and
Laim .spent Thursday in Rcckland.
Mrs. John Lane. Sr., after spend
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Thompson
ing several weeks with her husband
of Friendship visited Sunday with
at Camp Shelby, Miss.
Mrs. Thompson’s parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings Mrs. Orin McLain.
have returned to their home at
Pfc. Clarence Prior passed the
South Hope.
weekend at home from Port Wil
Albert Quinn was in Bangor and liams.
Orono on business Wednesday.
Mrs. Ashley Genthner returned
Tuesday from Miles Memorial Hos- j
pital.
f BETTY. the
Mrs. Albena Shuman was guest
the past week of her son and
, BEAUTIFUL
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Clif
BAKER
ford Shuman
«
J
SAYS-

It’s a Rumford high-quality
product with a low-down
price. Get a can today.

Sell your idle car to a

Ed Carver Again At the
Helm—Attendance Con
test Spurs Interest

Back in 1836 the steamer “Royal Tar” carrying passengers and a me
nagerie, burned and sank near the Vinalhaven shore. Authenticated ani
mal bones, courtesy Leroy Coombs, Vinalhaven, arp to be seen in HustonTuttle Co.’s window, part ot the exhibit of Lieut. Edward Rowe Snow's
new book “Storms and Wrecks of New England.” The book carries the
full story of the loss of the “Royal Tar.”

Hearth Club Baking Powder.

&

Vinalhaven Lions

WRECK OF THE “ROYAL TAR”

Lawry and where she lived nearly
all the rest of her lllfe.
She is survived by one son.
Charles, four
daughters,
Mrs
Blanche Swears, Mrs. Evelyn Young,
Mrs Emmeline Wadsworth of Vi
nalhaven, Mrs Mabel Duntap ol
Quincy. Muss, and 16 grandclill- 1
dren.

Engagement Announced

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Gleason
of South Unicn announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Eleanor
Lou Gleason to Corp. Howard Ed
ward McAllister, USMC, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Albert McAllister
of Mechanics Falls.
Miss Gleason attended the public
schools here, and was graduated
from the University of Maine, class
of 1942. She is now employed as
dietitan at the Maine Eye and Ear
Infirmary in Portland.
Coup McAllister attended the
public schools of Mechanics Palls
and before enlistment in the Ma
rine Corps, was employed by the
Central Maine General Hospital,

Origin Of the Name “Ten
ant’s Harbor” —And
What About Mt.
Batty?
Camden, March 11Editor CourieiGazette:
In your issue of March 3, Allison
M. Watts, sought information in
regard to the name Tenant’s Harboi. For his information I quote
the following extract from the Jour
nal of James Cargill, scouting in
the vicinity of St. Georges, April
and May, 1757, published in the
Baxter manuscripts. Vol 14, Page
76.

“April 28. 1757—On 28th went to
Georges, the officers thought the
Indians previously met were Tossepass scouts, that they heard were
out to do mischief. Again set out
on the 30th from St. Georges—
pa^ed Tenant’s Harbor, camped at
mouth rf Little river south ol
Mount Betty, signs of Indians re
cently there, found a canoe, per
haps the one the Indians were shot
in. again camped on an island
southward of Cape Rossher—next
morning saw a canoe with three In
dians standing in to head otf Edgeamrnoggin Beach, went that way
could discover nothing in a bay
heading towards Mt Desert saw an
Indian on shore, nine of us went
ashore searching, three remained
in care of boat, heard him run past
ir. thick woods—as we were discov
ered useless to gio further so before
day light on the 5th (May) re
turned, tarried on account of high
wind on one of the Fox Islands,
reached St. Georges on the 6th and
home on the 13th.
(Signed) James Cargill.
SYom to May 28, 1775.

Like Mr. Watts, I too woRld like
to know the origin oi the name
Tenant’s, and also the origin oi
the name of Mt. Batty in Camden.
John L. Tewksbury-

Lewiston
Corp. McAllister en
listed in the service in April, 1941,
and has recently returned from 17
months active duty in the South
west Pacifice. At present, he is
stationed at the U. S. Naval Hospi
tal, Oakland, Calif. !

YOU

WROWAWAY
S'

Y

Page Five

vital materials of war
when you throw

away used food cans.

Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put
in separate container next to your
trash can. Save for local pickup.

W’ith one solitary mejnber miss
ing of those who were in town at
the time, Vinalhaven Lions Club
staged the first night of its threemeeting contest at the Union
Church vestry last Thursday night,
and the results seemed to more than
Justify the experiment.
The Club has divided itself into
two teams, one under the captain
ship of Lion O. V. Drew, the other
being under the firm and guiding
hand of Lion Franklin Adams, and
the fact that each siide had in
creased its attendance in addition
to the impressive list of 14 guests
present seemed to augur well for the
meetings to ccme.
Supper was served in the main
vestry room as the attendance was
tod large for table room in the small
room where the Club usually meets.
After the 4-B banquet ebaked
beans and brown bread) all ad
journed to the small room where
King Lion Ed Carver, who has just
returned home from a three months’
visit with relatives in Massachu
setts and Connecticut, took up the
gavel and the duties of his office
again. During the singing period,
when Lion Drew asked for a re
quest number, King Lion Ed piped
up with “Give us Springtime in the
Rockies” and after his request had
been granted King Lion Ed was
called upon fdr a speech. He re
sponded iby detailing some of the
high lights of his visits with Lions
cluhs in Middleboro, Mass., and
Stonington, Conn.
King Lion Ed said that wherever
he went his favorite song “Spring
time in the Rockies,” seemed to fol
low him. He claimed that even if
he had gone as far west as the
Rockies it would still have been
Springtime in the Rockies for him.
In honor of their King Lions safe
return from the far off jungles, the
Club sang a new version of the old
song "Won’t You Come Heme Bill
Bailey" which embodied some fer
vent pleas for the return of King
Lion Ed.
After roll call Lion Joe Headley
reported cn the completion of the
War Chest Drive giving the total
collections and receipts. Lion Drew
reported on the movement of col
lected waste paper with receipts be
ing earmarked for the local Red
Cress clinic.
At this time it was suggested that
a tabulation be made of the scores
madle by the two teams for the even
ing. but Capt. Frank Adams was in
stantly on his feet in protest. “We
will give in our score at the end of
this contest,” roared Lion Frank
but the Club thought otherwise and
voted that the tabulation be made.
Lion Drew reporting for his team
claimed the following: Ten mem
bers of his team present at ten
points each, 100 points,—10 guests
present at 15 points each, 150 points,
total credits 250 points. One team
member absent deducted 25 points,
making a net score cf 225 points.
Against this Captain Adams could
show 10 te$m members present, 100
points, four guests present, 60
points and one team member absent,
making a net score of 135 points.
But Lion Adams’ team had an ace
in the hole by virtue of an applicatin for membership which after
passing Board of Directors would
credit his side with 200 points. Lion
Albert Carver, hearing so much dis
cussion about points arose to say
that while he was unable to procure
a guest for the evening or to help
his team out in any other way he
did not want Captain Drew to think
he was not behind him in his ef
forts, and had finally thought of a
way to add a few points to his
team’s score. So saying, he dropped
into the hand of the astonished
Captain Drew five* blue tokens, good
for five points anywhere in the
USA
King Lion Ed called on somebody
to say a few Words on Lion ism for
the benefit of the assembled guests
and Past King Lion O. V. Drew re
sponded with some clippings and
questions on the subject. In closiing
Lion Drew read the following:
What Is Liontem?

We all hear a great deal of talk
about Lionism. Lions are often
asked. “What is Lionism?” and it ls
diffictilt to answer, for Lionism is so
many things and means so much
One of the best definitions we have
seen was given by Earle W. Hodges,
who was International President,
1930-31.
Lionism is a practical and sen
sible avenue for united civic effort
and enterprise. It is a means to an
end in the promotion of good will
and friendliness; lt is a useful ve
hicle for the broadening of vision
of state and national importance.
Lionism is a big and helpful brother
to every worthy endeavor, and a
valuable assisitant in the growth of
towns and cities. It helps to make
better men, and Its makes us more

active in our duties of citizenship.
An Old Newspaper
Lionism brings friendliness and joy
and work and play into the lives of
thousands otf men, and the world is Back In ’81 Fuller & Jones
better for it.”
Published Thomaston Her
At the conclusion of his little
ald—Some of the Items
speech Lion Drew transferred from
his own manly bosom to the still
Through the kindness of Mrs.
more robust bosom of King Lion Howard Beattie of Thomaston, a
Alex Christie an “I Got Mine” but
> copy of the Thomaston Herald,
ton, in recognition of Lion Chris
tie’s securing of an application of dated June 17, 1881, has been sent
i to this office, where it should 0e
membership.
! familiar as it was published on T^ie
The roster of guests, all Vinalhavenites, follows: Capt. George A ! Courier-Gazette press and the pro
Lawry, Vernard H. Mossman. Clin prietors were Fuller & Jones, own
ton L. Calderwcod. Jesse Norton, ers of The Courier-Gazette . From
Max Conway, H. Kenneth Arey, the Herald's breezy columns lt is
Henry Anderson, Philip Bennett, j learned that—•
Capt. Charles Philbrook. Valois , The world was to come to an end
Young, Harry Young. Holliis Bur on the following Sunday—according
gess, Leon Arey and Serafine Pal- to prophecy.
James O. Cushing stepped on an
la zo la.
insecure plank and fell through the
wharf.
MARTINSVILLE
Locomotive Tliomaston was back
This community was saddened on the Knox & Lincoln route after
the past week in the death of a being repaired at Bath.
good friend and neighbor. Gran
The dust between Thomaston and
ville N. Bachelder. He was born Rockland was “something fearful."
and had always resided in Mar
Capt. Arthur Spear was appoint
tinsville. A loyal worker in the ed tax collector.
church and Grange and interested
Ship Manuel Llaguno, Capt. Fred
in al! community activities, he Stackpole of Thomaston, put into
has contributed much to the life Rio. with smallpox among the crew
of the town He will be greatly
The Knox & Lincoln carried 1600
missed.
passengers to see Barnum’s Circus
Mrs. Thankful Harris is home at Bath.
Among the advertisers were Bur
after spending the Winter with rel
gess, O’Brien & Co., coal dealers;
atives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mr.s. Wallace Watts C. C. Morton, dry and fancy goods;
spent last week-end with their Miss E. A. McIntire, milliner; W.
daughter, Mrs. Gardner Wall in M. Cook, carpets, etc.; Bucklin’s
Bangor. Mrs. Fronie Pease re Hair Dressing Rooms; W. J. Bunker
turned home with them, having & Son, blacksmiths; Edward Brown,
been guest of Mrs. Wall for sev 2d, lumber, bricks and sand; William
J. Burns, painter (Union); Dr. E.
eral weeks.
Harold Hupper harvested his ice Alden (Union).
last weelj.
GLEN COVE
Albert Thompson Is at Fort Dev
Mrs. Charles A Studley returned
ens, for induction into the Army.
Mrs. Harold Hupper went to last Tuesday from Knox Hospital
Orono Wednesday to attend meet greatly unproved in health.
Mr and Mr.s. Larsen Alley have
ings of Farm and Home Week
John Kinney cf Wiley’s Corner at returned to Jonespert, alter a
week’s visit with Mrs. Thomas Far
tended meetings also.
Mrs. Thorwald Peterson of Dor ley.
chester, Mass., is guest of her sister
Bert Gregory was a patient the
Mrs G. N. Bachelder for several past week at Knox Hospital.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory are
The Farm Bureau is sponsoring parents of a daughter born recently
a course in the care of the ill to in Portland.
be held at the home of Mrs Harold
Hupper on the next two Fridays. Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
The public is invited.
M00 a year

Her Biggest Job

There has never been a time when the work of
the telephone operator has been so important

as right now.
For there are more Long Distance calls than

ever before. More are in a hurry. Most of them

are the urgent, vital calls of war.
Calm in emergencies, capable and courteous, the

telephone operators are earning a nation’s thanks

for a job well done.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE A TELEGRAPH CO.

Please uae Long Distance only when li la urgent. If you must
call over war-buey lines, please limit your call to 5 minutes.

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Strand Theatre, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

CAMDEN
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Correspondent
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GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
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Residents are reminded to save
paper for salvage. Collection will
toe made at a later date. Proceeds
from the sale of paper and other
salvage gees to the Parent-Teacher
Association.
Williams-Brazier Pest, A. L., Is
circulating petitions for the Omni
bus Bill which appeared in these
columns recently. This Bill will be
a benefit to every man in the Serv
ice and also his family. Those in
terested may find a petition in Mc
Donald’s Drug Store.
Mrs. George Gilchrest went Fri
day to the Mercy Hospital. Port
land fcr treatment. She was ac
companied by Mrs. Walter Bowe and
Mrs. Louis Hanley.
Mrs. Maynard Spear was hostess
to the Contract Club Friday after
noon at her home. The highest
score went to Mrs. Maynard Spear,
and Mrs. William T. Flint second.
Mrs. Marita Hawley will entertain
the club next Friday.
Mayower Temple, P. S., will meet
Friday night at 7.30 at K. P. hall,
following which there will be a St.
Patrick’s party. The committee in
charge will be Mrs Dorothy Hors
ley, Mrs. Mertie Grover and Mrs.
Ina Keizer.
James Dana has returned to the
University of Maine after ten days’
recess at home with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. F. Dana.
Mrs. Gladys Heistad of Rockport
was a recent guest of Mrs. Carl
SwanhoLm.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Friday night at the home
of Miss Harriet Williams.
Mrs. Donald P George returned
home Friday night frem a visit in
New York and Pottstown, Pa.
Miss Anne Jr cobs left Sunday for
New York where she will visit
friends.
T-Cpl. Oiva J. Lampinen. who
was having a nine days’ furlough,
was given a party at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Lam
pinen, and presented with a purse
of money. Lunch was served. Those
in the party were Mr. and Mrs. C.
Salo, Mr. and Mrs. E. Torvela of
Union, Mr. and Mrs. S. Ruohomaa,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Thompson, Jr., of
IRockland. Mr. and Mrs. E. Latva,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Lindstel of Cush
ing, Mr. and Mrs. U. Laiho of War
ren. Mr. and Mrs. J. Hurme of West
Rockport. Mr. and Mrs. A. Starr,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Kangas of Thom
aston, and Mr. and Mrs. O. Lam
pinen cf Thomaston.
S2c. Roy Bell, Jr., who has been
in the Naval Hospital in Long
Island, N. Y., for several weeks,
spent the week-end with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould
have sold their home in Marbleboro, Mass. They plan to leave
shortly for a vacation in the South.
T-Cpl. Oiva J. Lampinen, who
has been spending a nine-days’ fur
lough with Mrs. Lamipinen and his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Lam
pinen, returned Sunday to Camp
Davis. N. C.
Miss Esther Flagg has returned
to University of Maine after spend
ing ten days' vacation at the home
of her parents. Rev. and Mrs. H. W.
Flagg.
Chester Vose, who was severely
Injured while at woi< at the cement
plant several days ago, is improving
in health.
There will be a food sale from
2 to 4 March 17 at Al Donaldsons’
store to benefit the American Legicn Auxiliary.
Would all those observers who
•would be interested in a short re
viewer course of Airplane Recog
nition, beginning Wednesday night

Tuesday-Friday
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crabtree and
!daughter Patsy, were recent visl, tors in Waterville.
Edward Ware, U. S. Navy, son ot
Mrs. Agnes Ware of Belmcnt ave
nue, has been promoted from En
sign to Lieutenant, junior grade.
The Caimdfcn Community Hospital
Club will meet Thursday at tie
home of Mrs. A. W. Rich. A cclr’
ered dish luncheon will be served
at 1 o’clock.
A special meeting of Arey-Heal
Auxiliary will be held tonight.
The ladies of the Congregational
Church' will sponsor a utility sale
April 12 at the parish house.
Dr H. J. Pettapiece left Saturday
for Kansas City for a one-year stay.
He will take a specialist’s course at
the College of Osteopathy there on
eye, ear and throat. In his ab
sence his office will be oj^n under
the care of Dr Moore, who has re
cently associated with Dr. Petta
piece. Mrs. Pettapiece and daughS^
Joyce, will accompany him to live in
Kansas City during his period of
training.

M

..
This trim bungalow will be the mobile Palace of the future. Built
completely in the factory, it’s ready for occupancy an hour after arrival
at the site.

Mobile Bungalow
Built in Factory,
, Set Up in an Hour

ZX

/\
ZX

xX
ZX

E. A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

Tel. 2229

FLINT, MICH.—That postwar
“dream” house has been built!
Produced by the Palace Cororation, the nation’s largest
Diagram showing how the mobile
uilder of low-cost war housing,
it is a five-room-and-bath bunga expansible house is opened to full
low, built completely in the fac size after arrival at the site. In (1)
tory and delivered to your lot by the roof is raised from its position
truck. An hour later you can against the side of the center sec
tion. In (2) the end walls are swung
have guests. If you move, the into
place. The floor section is then
house goes along just as quickly. lowered
and the side wall that
No fabrication at all is required. is hinged (3)
to
it
Using an exclusive method of the roof (4). is raised to join with
expanding a portable imit into
a full-sized house by opening
wings, Palace has answered all ducing this house. He’ll have a
the problems of home ownership place to live till he knows where
—risk of changing jobs, cost, he’ll settle down, then can take
planning, maintenance. Com his home along without any finan
plete with the latest labor-sav- cial loss.
e
ng fixtures built in, including a
The house will fit any standard
complete bathroom, kitchen and lot. Palace is also planning
basic furnishings, it will sell for model communities of prepared
$3,000, with more than ten years sites in all cities, so the house
to pay.
owner can reserve a place and
The returning serviceman is find his home ready when he
Palace’s especial interest in pro- drives up in his car.

E

Scene from “Lifeboat”
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Town Meetings
(Continued from Page Four)
$204; board and care of children.
$852; town hall lighting, $12
Georges -River road ,$310; public
health nurse, $55; care of veterans’
burial grounds, $20; aid to depend
ent children, $360; maintenance of
third class road. $115 and snow
fence, $100.
George C. Putnam as moderator
handled the meeting in his usual
capable fashion.

The G. W. cluto will meet Thurs
day with Miss Marian Weidman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Wilson en
tertained at beano Thursday Mr.
and Mrs. William Jennings, Mrs.
Myra Giles, Mrs. Jennie Ingraham,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver, Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett, Mr.y and Mrs.
Charlton Daucett, daughter Eliza
FRIENDSHIP
beth and son Forest, Mr, and* Mrs.
Maxwell Young, and daughters Bev- I Sum of ^)()00Raised >or Public
erly and Catherine ci Rockland,
Landing—A Large Attendance
Mi-s. Ellen Bohndell, Mrs. Betty
Bchndell, Mrs. John Hyssong, Jr.,
Friendship,
yesterday,
voted
Dell Hyssong and Miss Carolee $4,000 for a town landing, and au
Wilson. High prize was won by Mr. thorized Eugene H. Brown and
Jennings.
Byron L. Burns to serve with the
The 20th Century club will meet selectmen, to make arrangements
Friday with Miss Marion Weidman for this project.
who will entertain for Mrs. Blanche
Guy E. Bessey was moderator and
Ellsworth.
the highest attendance, indicated
The Junior Ladies Aid will meet by votes cast was 172. Selectmen
Wednesday with Mrs. Edward Aus- and overseers of the poor elected
pland.
were: William E. Bramhali, Alfred
Maynard Ingraham has been con II. Morton«nd Guy E. Bessey. Other
fined to his home for the past week officers elected were: Bedfield P.
Miller, Willie E. Bradford and How
by illness.
Mrs. Russell Staples spent Friday ard W. Beale, assessors; Hartwell
with Mr. and Mrs. .W. K. Staples in L Davis, member of school board
for three years; Marjorie T. WinSearsport.
chenpaw, treasurer; Kenneth E.
Johnson Society will be enter
Thompson, constable; Hartwell L.
tained Wednesday by Miss Marion
Davis,
fire warden; Levi P. Noyes,
Weidman.
road commissioner; A. Dwight Wot
A practice meeting of the officers ton, weigher of ice; Sidney E. Prior,
of Harbor Light Chapter, O.EB., A. Dwight Wotton and F. D. Winwill be held Tuesday at 7 o'clock.
chenibaugh, surveyors of wood and
Fred A. Norwood, WRC., will lumber; E. A. Burns, tax collector
meet at the hall Friday and cele and Mertland G. Simtmons, clerk.
brate the anniversary of the organi
Appropriations, several hundred
zation of the local corps, St. Pat dollars higher than last year, were;
rick’s day, past presidents and char
Town officers, $1600; incidentals,
ter members's night. There will be $700; sncw removal, $700; State aid i
I
a supper before tht* meeting.
patrolman, $375; street lights, $485, |
Charles King, who has been
(from excise tax); veterans aid, j
spending a short furlough at home
$125, (from excise tax); cutting
returned Monday to Sampson, N. Y.
bushes $100; library, $150; board ol
The Thimlble club will meet Wed health, $125; fire department, $600;
nesday with Mrs. Jennie Ingraham. common highways, $400; superln- ’
The Red Cress rooms will be open tendent of schools, $200; bridges,
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
$300; old age assistance, $100;
Mrs. Dorothy Meservey who has schools, $6,300; tuition, $865; school
been ill, is improving.
repairs, $1CO; school insurance,
$140; maintenance third class
March 22d, at 7.30 in Watts hall, highways. $145; maintenance spec
please notify Miss Alice George. ial resolve highways, $125; State
Plane models assembled by third aid roads, $532; advertising State of
aircraft recognition class, will oe Maine, Maine Publicity Bureau, $50;
shew-n together with the usual slides public health nurse, $75; discount
and silhouettes.
on taxes paid before July 1, $200;
Mrs. Helen Hahn, who has been care of graves of soldiers, $10; fire
spending several weeks at her home engine note, $1,000; town landing,
here, went Saturday to Boston $4,000, and first payment on the
where she will have employment. snow plow, with bulldozer attach
She was accompanied by Mrs. Ken ment. $1,000.
dall Orff of Cushing.
,
It was voted to sell the old tractor
and snow plow at highest possible
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
price and the selectmen were au
thorized to purchase a new snow
plow. The ccmmission for collect
WHEN SEEKING THE BEST
ing poll and personal taxes was
raised from 1% percent to 2*4 per
in COFFEE or FLOUR
cent. Payment for. collecting exALWAYS INSIST ON
cf e taxes was set at 35 cents for
each tax receipt issued.
LA TOURAINE and NOI
It was voted to keep the Lawry .
school open.
X

N island in the South Pacific Major Devine was promoted to Lieu
now bears the name of a Cana tenant-Colonel. For this fine action
dian National Railways employee
an island in the Pacific was named
in recognition of a heroic exploit. in his honor.
It is Devine Is A native of Abbeville, South Caro
land in the New lina, Colonel Devine spent hi3 boy
Georgia group, hood days in Three Rivers, Quebec,
named after Lt. later moving to Derring, Maine,
Col. James W. where he joined the Canadian Na
Devine, of Port tional Railways! as a call boy in
land, Maine, a 1919. He transferred to the Rail
former police of way's Investigation Department in
fice? now on 1932. Colonel Devine utilized his
leave of absence annual vacations from railroading
from the Inves to pursue special military courses
tigation Depart in Maine’s National Guard.
ment of the Ca A fine record has been set up by
nadian National
men from the Canadian National
System.
Railways
Investigation Department,
For more than
twenty years according to Geo. A. Shea, the Di
who reports that from the
prior to the out- rector,
forces
in
Canada and the United
____ break of war
and while on the States nearly one hundred men have
Lt. Col. Devine
Railway’s staff. obtained fhnve of absence to join
Colonel Devine was a member of the armed forces of both countries.
the Maine National Guard as a first Of that number a considerable pro
portion have gained commissions,
lieutenant. At his induction he was one
having become a lieutenant in
promoted to captain and assigned
Canadian Paratroopers. While
as commandant officer to the U. S. the
Army Service Company, 103rd In the greater number are in the army
fantry, 43rd Division, later obtain and air forces, a surprisingly large
ing his majority. For leading tank number of the railway security
attacks to crack the outer defenses forces are now in both the Royal
of the Japanese-held Mnnda base. Canadian and United States navies.

Scene from “Ther Seventh Victim"
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SOUTH HOPE

Snake's skin
doesn’t wear for
ever. Nature sees
that he gets a
re-capping job
beFore it is too

F S:

Scene from “Million Dollar Kid"

Something to Remember!

F*

-Se

Take the handsome
roebuck.Me could turn
himself in For scrap
v/hen he 9tets a few
holes in his hide if
Nature didn’t dive him
a snappy re-capping job

V/hats ^ood For Mr.Snake*
the handsome roebuck.
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Courtesy Scaliest Lu Inn alory Kitch

\7ES, and guests or family will
* long remember the succulent,
tender, tempting delight of this
creamy Oyster Stew. Simple to
make, too. Ideal for dinner-time or
for those quick evening snacks.
OYSTER STEW
2 to 2’.i dozen
Salt and pepper
small oysters Croutons or
Milk
oyster crackers
2 to 3 tablespoons butter or Farkay
Margarine
Drain the oysters and pick them

over for bits of shells. Strain the
liquid and measure it. Cook oysters
in liquid until the edges begin to
curl. Measure enough milk to make
a total of C cups of liquid in all.
Scald milk, add oysters, oyster
liquid and butter or margarine and
season with salt and pepper. Re
heat and serve at once with crou
tons or oyster crackers. Six serv
ings. To make croutons cut bread
in diamonds, squares or any shapo
desired and toast until brown.

Ike RED CROSS is of his side
A New, Slip-Retardant Wax

•Z:

SELF-POLISHING

WAX
Early in the 19th cen
tury a storekeeper and
gristmill operator at
Henderson, Kentucky,
took to studying birds
as an antidote for en
nui and added much to
man’s knowledge of
ornithology. His name
i3 a byword to this
day. It is John James
Audubon.

John Audubon
■A

Buv War Bonds and Stamns

o It s Water-Resistant
Here’s the type of wax for which
housewives have long been searching.
It’s new, different, possesses amazing
qualities. First off, it’s SLIP RETARD
ANT. That means it’s less slippery
than most waxes—you don't skid or
slip as easily. Second, it’s WATERRESISTANT. That means ugly "white
spots’’ won’t pop out on waxed
kitchen floors as readily as with most
emulsion waxes. Third, you don’t
have to replace du Pont wax each
week because it lasts longer, wears
better. Moreover, this wax
boasts a gloss as fine as can gg,. 2.19
be found in any other wax. .
£A
TryitforFloors,Woodwork, (Jl.
■OSr
Furniture, Luggage.

FIUSIP
TONIGHT
Sold by all
independent retailers

s—Tr
Tiy 3-potvm* Va-tro-nol.
Do this

DISTRIBUTED BY

JOHN BIRD CO. ROCKLAND, MAINE
2IT31

.’t (1) shrinks swollen membranes,
(2) soothes irritation, (3) relieves
transient nasal congestion ... And
rings greater breathing
comfort. You'll like mi

it. Follow directions
in folder.

___ __
VATW^HOl

Only the knowledge of

Keep Ob

Backing the Attack
With War Bonds

despotism, destruction,
killing, maiming brings
one to the surface of
Naziism. It has no place
for gentle souls; only
Himmlers, Schleichers,
von Papens, Heydrichs.

Out boys must keep ou fight
ing—we must keep on buylng WAR BONDS until vic
tory is won. Keep on BACK
ING THE ATTACK.

Miss Phyllis Carler
port, former Ballard Bi
student and now emp
Knox County Trust
Camden, called on fric
land Friday.
Spencer Foundation
Individually designed
all needs. Mrs. Mona H
Broadway. Tel. 203-W

/AiA TEAL

mi

ANO

OB^

ASK FOR THEOBUJN
PACKAGE AT YOUR GROI
OELANO, POTTER ft CO.,INC..

Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Real Estate......................... $3,250,664.41
Mortgage Loans.................
607,155.98
15,000.00
Collateral Loans................
Stocks and Bonds . . . . 118,654.314.70
16,840,262.96
Cash in Office and Bank . .
7,681.870.20
Agents’ Balances................
171.145.58
Bills Receivable................
326.754.94
Interest and Rents ....
187,174.06
All Other Assets.................
Gross Assets .... $147,743,342.83
Deduct items not admitted
645.257.96
Admitted.................$147,098,084.87
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses .... $9,060,008.28
Unearned Premiums. . . . 41,991,105.60
All other Liabilities .... 19.046.970.99
Cash Capital........................ 12.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities . 65,000.000.00
Total Liabilitiesand Surplus $14 7. (WR.084.87
21-T-25

pt.

.39

>"SEI.r-P01ISHINC" WAX

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

SEN!

Season ’Roy

CLASSIC

COAT

Citizens Insurance Company
of New Jersey
Flemington, N. J.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Real Estate........................ $
0
Mortgage Loans.................
0
Collateral Loans................
Stockland Bonds .... 3.209.006.00
723.244.33
Cash in Office and Bank . .
40.248.53
Agents' Balances.................
0
Bills Receivable.................
12,039.54
Interest and Rents ....
0
All other Assets....................
Gross Assets................ $3,984.53840
3.344.80
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted..................... $3,981.19^.60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses ....
$200,033.44
Unearned Premiums. . . .
504,020.51
AU other Liabilities ....
36.906.37
Cash Capital......................... 1.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities . 2,240,233.28
Total Liabilities and Surplus 13,981,193.60
21-T-25

A^
HARM BUREAU MUTUAL Automq
1
BILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Concord, New Hampshire
Assets Dec. 31. 1943
Real Ertate,
$43,866 6a
548.028 34
Stocks and Bonds,
48.541 24
Cash in Office and *Bank.
14.979 45
Agents Balances.
Interest and Rents,
2.879 69
All other Assets,
41.818 41
Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

<§BW>

I

SWAN’S ISLAND
Town meeting was held last
Tuesday.
Ray Stinson, WalteT
Joyce and Warren Staples were !
?lected as selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor. David Mor
ris. Tax Collector; Nelson Morse,
Treasurer, read commissioner left
to the selectmen.

age -1

and fhe Red Cross is YOU!
Even your bones go
in Fotz Ke-uphoisVe ps
tn^ every so oftena skin re-capping'
job that keeps one ond you, is a patriotic *
‘‘must-0 for your t i res...
rol I i
al most
Uncle Sam says "Recap
$ indefinitely
before its time to retire
SH
and save rubber"

Mrs. Harvey Crowle
nie McConchie and Ai
Roland Hurtubise ai
Carmen and Roland,
boro, have been visit;
and friends in Rocklan

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

Mk

late -wise old gal
Mother Nature

Merle F. 'Dobbins,
the Maine State Pol
commissioned officer l
Maritime Service is pa.
with his family here.

Mrs. William Hardy, County Club
agent, and Ann Hart attended
Farm and Home Week at the Uni
versity of Maine.
Dr. Charles Mathews has re
turned from a visit ■with his aunt.
Mrs. Annie Richards, in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Kate Taylor has the cast re
moved from her broken leg, and is
convalescing at her home.
Mr and Mrs. William Annis of
Hosmer Rind, wer£ dinner guuTST
Sunday of Mrs. Hazel Hart.
Measles are having a run with
the school children.
Red Cross meetinng was hel dat
the home of Mrs. Edith Willis.
Much ia being accomplished' in
the line of sewing and knitting,
and a pleasant time alo enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jacobs of
Southwest Harbor were Sunday
guests of Mr. and1 Mrs. Elmer Hart.

A

NATURE KEEPS ’EM ROLLING

.

The Woman’s Educi
meets in the Universal
3 p. m. Friday. Rev
taller will be the guesJ
5 o'clock. Box lunch
guest speaker for the
be Frank A. Winslow
“My Greatest Thrill.'

plus,

Liabilities and

Sur-

$689,425 19
21-T^L

AND

UNITED
STATES FIDELITY
GUARANTY COMPANY
Baltimore, Maryland
Assets, Dec. 31, 1943
Real Estate.
$4,002,26895
Mortgage Loans.
61.00000
Collateral Loans.
253.95789
•Stocks and Bonds, book
values.
66.146,92040
Cash in Office and Bank, 11,081.589 83
Agents Balances.
7.379.83167
Interest accrued.
185,06180
All other Assets.
1.973.84051

Gross Assets.
$91,174,471 05
’Deduct items not admitted. 2.202.474.68

Admitted,
$88,971,996 V ,
Liabilities, Dec 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses.
$31,426,064 71
Unearned Premiums,
19.307,638 94
All other Liabilities.
13.825,558
Cash Capital.
10.000.000 „
Surplus over all Liabilities, 14.412.724 45

Z*

%

Total •Liabilities and Sur
plus
$88 971.996 37
• The amortized and market values
used in this statement are on the ba
sis prescribed by the National Asso
ciation of Insurance Commissioners
__
8- A LAVENDER. Agent ‘

Thomaston

Fleeces and
$29.5)
Others up t
You think quail
this is -hard to fin|
have it.
You think paste
as ours are only aj
you'll see them
^1 come to try on
pocketed, single brd
Sizes 12
All Shadj

$700,113 75
10 688 56

Admitted
„
$689,425 19
Liabilities. Dec. 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Lomee.
$180,178 63
Unearned Premiums
806 17
All other Liabilities.
_
5,103 80
Contingent Surplus as re
gards policyholders. Guar
antee Deposits.
132.273 61
Surplus over all Liabilities. 371,062 98
Total

In Fine She)

19-T23

FINAL MARKDl

r,

WINTER C<

STYLE GOES
TO
You don’t have
to bother with youl
style it in a flattd
for an all-occasioiJ
appearance.

PERMAN|
$5, $6,
Three Expert

GILBEl

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday•

CAMDEN

a zx
z\ zs
A >*«
zx
z*
[ISS NELLIE AM£S
Correspondent
»«««
Tel. 2340
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>ur boys must keep on flght»g—we must keep on buyWAR BONDS until vio>ry Is won. Keep on BACK,'G THE ATTACK.
>rd Fire Insurance Co.
artford, Connecticut
SETS DEC. 31. 194’
$J,259,664.41
>ans . .
607,155.98
tans . .
15,000.00
Bonds

T
“The Deep South as I Know It”
will be the subject of talk to be
given by Mrs. Robert C. Burns at
Methebesec Club meeting Friday af
ternoon at 2 30. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Dorothy Carsley, Mrs. Ellen
Dyer, Mrs. Katherine Haines, Mrs.
Lilian Kenyon, Mrs. Anna Nelson
end Mrs. Gertrude Payson.

Merle F. Dobbins, formerly of
the Maine iState Police, now a
Rounds Mothers Class will meet
commissioned officer in the U. S. in the Congregational vestry Wed
Maritime Service is passing a leave nesday night, with Mrs. Gladys
with his family here.
Philbrick, Mrs. Julia Keene and
Mrs. Irene Moran as hostesses.
Mrs. Harvey Crowley, Miss Jean
nie McConchie and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Raymond F Cross has re
Roland Hurtubise and children, turned from Alexandria, La., where
Carmen and Roland, Jr. of Soar- she visited two weeks with her
boro, have been visiting relatives hurband, Sgt. Cross. Mrs. Cross
and friends in Rockland.
brings greeting to her friends from
Mrs. Corwin H Olds, who Ls living
Miss Phyllis Carleton of Rock in Alexandria. Lieut. Col. Olds has
port. former Ballard Business School gone overseas. Their son. James
student and now employed by the Olds, is attending high school in
Knox County Trust Company, in Alexandria.
/
Camden, called on friends in Rock
land Friday.
Tonian Circle will be entertained
Wednesday night by Mrs. Ralph
Spencer Foundation Garments Nutt at The Bicknell.
individually designed supports for
ail needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 23o
The Albert H. Newbert Association
Broadway. Tel. 203-W.
18*22 will meet Friday night in Masonic
Temple, with Mrs. Helen Bean,
Mrs. Laura Maxey and Mrs. Flor
ence Philbrook, as housekeepers.

SOUTH HOPE
'illiam Hardy, County Club
md Ann Hart attended
Home Week at the UniMaine.
harles MSathews has rc■om a visit with his aunt,
ie Richards, in Waldoboro,
e Taylor has the cast re5m her broken leg, and is
ing at her home.
Mrs. William Annis of
>nd, were dinner gueSs''
If Mrs. Hazel Hart.
are having a run with
)1 children.
oss meetinng was hel dat
e of Mrs. Edith Willis.
being accomplished in
of sewing and knitting,
easant time alo enjoyed,
id Mrs. Roy Jacobs of
Harbor were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hart.

Social Matters

The Woman’s Educational Club
meets in the Universalist vestry at
3 p. m. Friday. Rev. C. A. Mars
taller will be the guest speaker at
5 o'clock. Box lunch, at 6. The
guest speaker for the evening will
be Frank A. Winslow. His subject.
“My Greatest Thrill.’’

[id Mrs. Robert Crabtree and
r Patsy, were recent vtsl/aterville.
rd Ware, U. S. Navy, son ot
;nes Ware of BelTncnt avebeen promoted from EnLieutenant, junior grade,
laimcftn Community Hospital
ill meet Thursday at tba
Mrs. A. W. Rich. A c
h luncheon will be served
lock.
cial meeting of Arey-Heal
will be held tonight.
dies of the Congregational
will sponsor a utility sale
at the parish house.
J. Pettapiece left Saturday
as City for a one-year stay,
ake a specialist’s course at
ge of Osteopathy there on
and throat. In his ab3 office will be ojyn under
of Dr Moore, who has ressociated with Dr. Pcttars. Pettapiece and daughtj^
11 accompany him to live in
Tity during his period'of

r

Mrs. William C. Grant of Fulton
street is a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital.

/NA TEAPOT
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Miss Florence Btrown has re
turned from a visib in Boston.

Mrs. J. S. Jenkins returned Sat
urday from Lynn, where she spent
Mrs. Bessie Sumner has returned the Winter with her daughter-infrom Long Island, N. Y„ where she law and granddaughter.
spent tl> Winter with her sen and
Mrs. Alice M. Spear of the Old
daughter-in-Taw, Mr. and Mrs. Mer
County
Road is confined to her
ton Sumner.
home by illness.*
Robeley Morrison of Houlton
was a guest Sunday at the home
Mrs. Charles Emery was hostess
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Dimick. yesterday to the Mite Club for des
sert bridge. The table was very
t Ccrp. June E. Ehrlich, formerly
attractive
with a large centeTpiece
A5KF0RTHEOBIUNGYEUOW | stationed in Rockland, and now at
PACKAGE AT VOUR GROCERS™/ tached to the WAC recruiting sta- of mixed flowers and lighted can
dles. High scores in contract went
OEtAWO, POTTIW ft CO., wc., B0ST0WJ4ASS, I tion in Uewiston, was week-end to Mrs. A. D. Morey and Mrs. Ray
1 guest of Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
Eaten. Mrs. Arthur Haines of
a Broadway will entertain the club
March 27.
BurdeU’s Dress Shop
Winter
Dresses reduced to $455, $7.95 and
$10.95. Misses. Junior and Women's
slzes.adv.

118,654.314.70

lice and Rank
16.840.262.96
lances . .
7,681,870.20
vable . .
171,145.58
id Rents .
326.754.94
(ssets . .
187,174.06
Assets .... $147,743,342.83
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645,257.96
ted................ $147,098,084.87
Ul.ITIES DEC. 31. 1943
d Losses . . .
$<>,060,008.28
Premiums. , .
41,'Ml,105.60
19.046,970.99
.labilities . . .
Ial....................
12.000,000.00
er all Liabilities
65.000.000.00
lit iesand Surplus $147.098.084.87
21-T-25

Flemington, N. J.

SETS DEC. 31. 1943

.. .. .. .. .. $ 0

Loans......................
0
Loans......................
0
Bonds .... 3,209.006.00
(ice and Bank. ,
723,244.33
dances .....
40,248.53
vable......................
0
id Rents ....
12,039.54
tssets..........................
0
Assets................ $3,984,538.40
•ms not admitted_____ 3.344 80
ited................... <3,981.193.60
3ILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
d Losses ....
$200,033.44
Premiums. . . .
504.020.51
.labilities ....
36.906.37
ial........................ 1,000.000.00
er all Liabilities . 2,240.233.28
ii lilies and Surplus $3,981,193.60
21-T-25

(FiAU MUTUAL AI'TOMI
INSURANCE COMPANY
cord. New Hampshire
issets Dec. 31. 1943
$43 ,806 6a
Bonds,
548.028 34
ce and 4138011,
48 541 24
aces.
14,979 45
Rents.
2.879 69
sets.
41.818 41
isets
ns not admitted

$700,113 75
10 688 58

$689,425 19
Jllities. Dec. 31. 1943
Losses.
$180,178 63
Premiums
806 17
.labilities.
.
5.103 80
Surplus as rellcyholders. Guarposits.
132.273 61
•r ail Liabilities, 371.062 98

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

Season ’Round
CLASSIC
COAT

--------------------------- *

is Insurance Company “
of New Jersey

w
a “V v »'

0

In Fine Shetland,
Fleeces and Tweeds

Eddie BRACKEN Betty HUTTON
i
I;

STATES FIDELITY
AND
AK.ANTY COMPANY
idtimore, Maryland
.sects. Dec 31. 1943
$1.092366 95
bans,
61 000 00
bans,
253.957 89
d Bonds, book
66.146.920 40
Tice and Bank. 11.081.589 83
mces.
7.379.831 67
irued.
185.061 80
.ssets.
1.973.840 51
fts.
$91,174,471 05
sis not admitted. 2.202.474.68

$88 971.996 37
itlities. Dec 31. 1943
Losses.
$31,426,064 71
Temlums,
19.307 638 94
labilities.
13.825.558
10.000.000 8>T all Liabilities, 14.412.724 45
lltles and Sur-

$88,971,996 37
,ortl7ed and market values
s statement are on th* baed by the National AssoInsurance Commissioners,
s. A LAVENDER. Ageht '
19-T-23

WrtB*n <m4 OitttM fcy tMW
» F.rnttWM Met./.

$29.50
THURS., FRI., SAT.

Others up to $45

6 MEN AND

You think quality fine as
this is <hard to find. But we
have it.

3 WOMEN

ADIflfr IN AN
OPfN BOAi

.1

You think pastels glowing
as ours are only ad-lure, but
you'll see them when you
come to try on this patchpocketed, single breasted coat.

«i0

Sixes 12 to 20

All Shades

FINAL MARKDOWN ON

WINTER COATS

A t.ntolionol toga front
2Otb Conlwry-Fox
•lorring

TALLULAH BANKHEAD

STYLE GOES
TO YOUR
HEAD

WILLIAM BENDIX M
WAITER HUM • MARY AKOERSOA
JOHN HODIAK • HMRY HUll
HEATHER AHGEl • HUME CRONYR
CANAOA IEE
OirrctU kr ALFRED HITCHCOCK
rKOOUCfD »T KENNCTH IMCCOWUI

rerun FLAY BY JO

You don't have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let us
style it in a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed

KWERLINR

“MARCH OF TIME”
“POST WAR JOBS”

appearance.

LATEST NEWSREEL

SHOW'S 2.00, 6.15, 8.30

PERMANENTS
$5, $6, $7, $8

STARTS NEXT SUNDAY

Three Expert Beauticians

“THE DESERT SONG”

GILBERTS

Judge Benjamin Berman of Lew
The Duzuplez Club, all members
iston
was guest speaker at meeting
and two guests, met with Mr. and
This
And
That
of the Church Women's Study
Mrs Harold Snowman recently. A
Group at Synagogue Beth Israel
surprise shower was given Miss
last night. Those participating on
Virginia Post, who W’as married to
the program were; Corp. June
©taf.ord M. Congdon March 8.
Ehrlich of Lewiston; Mrs. Esther
She was the recipient of many gifts
of pvrex and glassware. The usual
Goldberg. Mrs. Marion Miller, Mrsjckes were included, which fell to
Joseph Dondis and Mrs Ruth Small.
the future bridegroom.
Those
One hundred were in attendance. A
present were: Mr and Mrs. Clif
complete report will be published in
ford Young, Mr. and Mrs Russell
Friday’s issue of The Courier-Ga
By K. S. F.
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel,
zette.
Mrs. Charles Higgins, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph A. Smith and daugh
Mrs. Arthur Bowley. Mrs. Ruth
During a performance of modern
Mazzec, Miss Gertrude Suomela, so-called music, in New York, a ter Louise, have returned from a
Miss Post. Stafford M. Congdon member of the audience rushed up visit of several days with Comman
and Mr. and Mrs. Snowman.
to the orchestra and created a der and Mrs. James A Lewis in
disturbance. He was ejected and Portland.
Mrs. Frank Newbert will enter the original disturbance was re
George Lamb is attending the
tain EFA Club Wednesday after sumed.
Lahey
Clinic in Boston.
• • • •
noon at her home on Masonic street.
When buying fish to bake, have
Mrs. Walter H. Spear is enter
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Shaw Cur the fishery leave the fins on your
taining the Tuesday Club for
tis of Worcester, Mass., announce fish, then remove after cooking.
luncheon at the Copper Kettle to
the birth of a daughter on March 8 Ycu will find it easier to remove the day. The group will meet, follow
Grandparents honors are shared by larger bones that anchor the fins ing luncheon, for cards, with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Talcut Cur to the body and thus you enjoy fish Charles M. Kalloch.
tis of Buzzard’s Bay, Mass, and Dr. eating
• • • •
and Mrs. Frank Magune cf Worces
There will be a special meeting of
And have you noticed the world Kncx Lodge, FA.M at South Thom
ter, Mass. Mrs. Curtis will be re
membered as the former Marjorie is most apt to be godd natured to aston Wednesday for work in the
Magune, who spent her Summers at pecple who are good natured?
Master Mason degree. Supper will be
» • • *
Crescent Beach. She is the niece of
served at 6.30 by ladies of the O.E.S.
More churches are fast joining Master Masons invited.
Mrs. Robert B. Magune and Dr. and
the World Order Crusade for
Mrs. Harry L. Richards.
W. Raymond Stewart is a patient
Peace. That church shirking this
great
and
Christian
responsibility
at
the Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Melvin JlaclLon (Mollie
is
behind
in
its
influence
for
a
betRhodes) of Alexandria, Va., and her
Mrs. Hiram A. Young is a pa
sister, Miss Sylvia Rhodes of Port ter world thought, and a better and
tient
at Knox Hospital.
finer
outlook
for
future
develop

land, were recent guests of Miss
ments
in
religious
thought.
Lucy E. Rhcdes of Cedar street.
Mrs. Joseph Dondis was in Port
9 • • •
Mrs. Jackson is a recent bride, her
land Friday to attend the funeral
Teacher: “Can anyone tell me
husband being Major Jackson of
of her ’aunt, Mrs. Rose Povioh.
what
a buttress is?”
the U. S. Army Air Force, with
Tommy: “I knew. It’s a nanny There she met a cousin. Shirley Poheadquarters in Washington, D. C.
vich, who Ls sports editor of the
goat.”
Washington Post.
• • • •
Margaret Huntley entertained
Penicillin is doing great work in
friends at her home on Grove street
MRS. CORA HARRIMAN
destroying
bad germs that get into
Satuiday night.
These present
Cora E. Harriman, 72, widow of
the
blood
stream.
were: Mary Lou Duff, Vina Del
• • • •
Edwin L. Harriman of Long Cove,
mcnico, Sylvia Christofferson, Faith
Freedom is never free, it has often st. George, died Friday at the home
Long, Betty O'Brien, Jeanne Horne,
been said, and never has the great of her sister, Mrs. Abbie Gehrmann
Edith Carr, Aimee Karl, Patricia
world of good-neighbor-thinking in Lcng Cove.
Adams, Jack Hatterson, Bill Mc realized it more than now. How- I She was born in South ThomasLellan, Russell Greer. Lawrence
ever, Lend-Lease has helped to save ton, daughter of James and CharBlood, James Dowling, Babe Estes,
many.
lotte Porter Curtis, and had lived
Charles Crockett, Gecrge Whittier,
• • • •
in St. George 40 years. At one tune
James Baum, Douglas Gerrish, Har
There is an increasing demand she resided in Rockland, where she
old Wiggin, and Ernest Monro.
for the Bible. Printing presses and became a member cf the First BapMrs. Charles Williams of Vinal distributing agencies have scattered list Church.
haven, who has been visiting Mr. the Holy Book far and wide during j Surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
and Mrs. Lawrence O’Dell, returned the past years. I wish the printers ■ Charles Allen of Lcng Cove and
I Mrs. Gehrmann; two brothers, Asa
heme yesterday. Mr. O'Dell is to might use larger type.
• • • •
Curtis of Cushing and Edward Curleave tomorrow for South Portland
Each
new
day
ls
an
opportunity
tis of Rockland.; a daughter, Mrs.
where he will visit Mr. and Mrs.
to
start
life
’
s
battle
and
joys
again,
Ida
Leonard of Rockland;’ a grand
Harold Card.
to cleanse hearts and minds of any son, James Allen, in the U. S. Army
Browne Club will meet Friday evil or misdirected thoughts, so that and
two
great-grandchildren,
night at the home of Eva Greene, a clear sweet vision of the futuTe Whitney and Sandra Allen of Rock
may not be cluttered with any mis land.
32 Granite street.
directed happenings of earlier ad
Services were in Davis Funeral
Mrs Josephine Jones Brault of ventures.
Heme. Thomaston, yesterday after
• • • •
Stamford, Conn., announces the en
noon, Rev. Herbert W. Flagg offi
gagement of her daughter Eugenia
An excellent thought was the ded ciating. Interment twas in Seaside
to Harold Grant Gross, Petty Of ication to Air Forces of music played cemetery, Tenant’s Harbor.
ficer, US.A. Miss Braultl is a daugh at a recent symphony concert in
ter of the late Leo S. Brault, for Boston. The music was composed
merly of Rockland. She is a grad-, by an Army corporal whose name is
uate of Rockland High School, class Samuel Barber. This Symphony
of 1938 and is at present employed No. 2 has most favorable mention.
as molder and bookkeeper by the
»•••
Oysters living in trees are one of
Singer Sowing Machine Co., Stam
ford, Conn. Mr. Gross is the son of the queer features of life in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Groks of Ken They grow in clumps or groups at
tucky. He is a graduate of the taching themselves to the roots of
University of Kentucky and enlisted trees, half the time in the water
in the Navy two years ago and is and the other half high and dry on
at present stationed at the United the roots of mangrove trees, as the
States Naval Training School (Ships tide comes and goes.
• • • «
Co) Norotcn Heights, Conn. The
Scmeone
has
said, “We are here
wedding will take place in the
not
as
masters,
tout
as servants!, not
cha.pel at the Naval Training Sta
to
glory
in
power
but
to attest our
tion, Saturday, Apri> 1, 1944.
loyalty to the commands and in
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's structions laid down by our sov
second floqf, 18 School street, Odd ereign, the people of the United
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur States, in whose name and toy who6e
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate will we exercise our brief authority.’’
prices.
flff Who said this? Former Chief Jus
tice Hughes.
• • • •
Referring to the use of §trauss
Waltzes cn the Bangor Symphony
■ ROCKLAND ■>
program recently, a rector is thus
STARTS TOE/aY
quoted: "Strauss waltzes are a reac
(THREE BIG DAYS ONLY)
tion from the modern dance music
TWO SMASH HITS
style. With due respect to the best
HIT NO. 1
ot jazz and swing tjpe music, there
Beauty marked for death
is a monotony in its style and ex
by “Devil Worshippers’*I
pression, quite tragic to the true
lover of melody. But in Strauss mu
sic one is afforded a relief in con
We call them ...
trast with his flew of harmonic and
rhythmic melody that hits the ar
zz
tistic senses with delightful satis
faction.
• • • •
There once was an old Ichthyo
... because they make you
saurus,
feel that way ... just try on
Who lived when the earth was all
wiff. TOM
a pair, and see if their
«
porous;
CONWAY
shock-absorbing cushion
But he fainted with shame
JEAN ROOKS' ISABEL
insole doesn’t make your
When he first heard ids name,
JEWELL . KIM HUNTEB
And departed a longtime before us
over-walked feet feel
Noducid bv Vol levrtcn • Deeded bv Marl Robson
WriMn bv Chari.i O Neal ond DeWitt Bodeen
• • • •
*
like a millionl ,5^
lga;
From the Civic League Record
PLUS SECOND BIG HIT
most
"A friend wrote to us the other
The EAST SIPE KIDS
day and her letter warmed our (.
heart. She said she was making
her will and wanted to plan to leave
something to the League that she
might share in its future work even
after she was gone. It was a nice
thought. 7' w a compliment to
the
work ol t ? o League and we feel
In OORCEY
BLACKJNGTON’S
Husti HALL
grateful fcr her confidence in what
Gabriel DELL
we are doing. It is a nice thing to
SHOES & CLOTHING
My BENEDICT
be able to go cn helping the things
you believe in even after you have 310 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
LATEST NEWS
gone. Have you made your will?
GIVE TO THE RED CROSS
Did you think ol the League?”

PARK

illltiee and Sur$689 425 19
21-T-A

Thursday March 23 at 2.30 p m,
in the Universalist vestry club
women of Rockland will have the
privilege cf hearing Elizabeth May
i Craig, who writes, "On the Irtsid^
' in Washington," speak Fcr nearly
! 20 years Mrs. Craig has been on the
I scene at the capital keeping Maine
readers informed on national af
fairs. She is always on time, alI ways in the front row at the presi
dent’s press conferences; and
helped organize Mrs. Roosevelt's
press conference. Until her son,
! Den Craig, went into the service,
they were an unique mother and
eon combination of correspond
ents in the capital. While in Rock
land Mrs. Craig will be the guest
cf Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran,
Jr. Time magazine once referred
to Mrs, Craig as “small and pert
with a far from timid voice, a vig
orous vocal feminist.” The Maine
Congressional delegation know her
as an intelligent, clear thinking
reporter, who gets around every
where and knows more of what
goes on than some of the Congress
men themselves. Mrs. Craig is
president of the Woman's National
Press Club. Bom in North Caro
lina, and having lived most- of her
life in the Distriot of Columbia, yet
she understands Maine people and
her readers have a way of growing
fond of her through reading her
column. The Methebesec Club,
sponsoring the meeting, has invit
ed the League of Women Voters;
the Junior Women’s Club; the Ru
binstein Club; the Shakespeare So
ciety; the Woman's Educational
Club, and Lady Knox Chapter,
D.A R. to attend this joint meeting.

Miss Ruth V. Sukeforth, who is
employed in Rockland, spent the
Miss Mabel A. Spring left Sunday
week-end with her parents, Mr. and
for Boston, called by the death of a
Mrs. Earle H. Sukeforth, Sr., in
friend.
Belfast.

GARDEN of
ALLAH^

L
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BEAUTY

SALON

.375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
PIIONE 142
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Letter From China

Catholic Children

Waino Nelson Seeing Strange To Present Fine EntertainSights, But Yearns For
ment In Basement Hall
Life “Back Home”
Friday Night
Somewhere in China, Feb. 27
Much* water has flown and much
dust has blown since we left the
good old UjS.A.
Our travels have taken us
tnrough countries where people live
in their ancient customs of their
forefathers, where the existence
of bathtubs and lavatories is un
known. Stark naked children may
be seen on the streets as uncon
cerned as though they never had
clothing on since birth. Where
women toil at the* meansit jobs,
using pick and shovel, and carryig heavy loads of earth, brick and
sten? in baskets on their heads,
and going barefooted.
Before our eyes has passed the
grandeur Of the highest snow-cov
ered mountains, largest seas and
rivers, deserts, beautiful trees, and
animals and birds too numerous to
mention. We have journeyed by
nearly all means available except
ox-cart.
What would wc give to see life
as it is back heme once more.
As our mail is beginninng to be
more regular we are looking for
ward to see the heme paper more
often. Regards to all of my
friends.
Waino F. Nelson, AP O. 627, care
of Postmastr, New York, N. Y.

Odds And Ends Club

Newjy Formed Group At Con
gregational Church—Lu
ella Post President
The second meeting of the newly
formed group from the Congrega
tional Church, The Odds and Ends,
was held at the heme of Mrs. Luella
Post, Wednesday.
The officers elected were: Presi
dent. Mrs. Luella Post, vice presi
dent, Miss Eileen Cates; secretary,
Mrs. Muriel Emery; treasurer, Mrs.
Inez Harden. Miss Catfes is in
charge of the work project with Miss
Betty Beach, ^Irs. Eleanor Janett
and Mrs. Anne Karl assisting.
Meetings are to be held twice a
month. Mrs. Elzada Barstow will
be hostess March 22, assisted by
Mrs. Virginia Knight and Miss
Eileen Cates.
Those who have attended the
meetings tc date are: Mrs. Elzada
Barstow, Miss Betty Beach, Mrs.
Edith Billings, Miss Kilma Brad
street, Miss Eileen Cates, Mrs. Vir
ginia Congdon, Mrs. Muriel Emery,
Mrs. Ruth Fogleman. Mrs. Eleanor
Glover, Mrs. June Greenwood, Mrs.
Eleanor Janett, Mrs. Inez Harden,
Mrs. Margaret Joudry, Mrs. Anne
Karl. Mrs. Katherine Karl, Mrs.
Virginia Knight, Miss Betty Mc
Alary, Miss Madeline Philbrick,
Mrs. Luella Post, Miss Charlene
Ramsdell, Mrs. Irene Weiker.

A Saint Patrick's concert by the
, children cf St. Bernard's Church, di
rected by the Sisters of the Atone1 ment will be given in Basement hall
Friday at 8 p. m„ with the follow, ing program:
On Strike, a comedy, chairman
Robo t Gardner . Members. Carol
! Kent, Mary Jean Glendenning, Ma: rie Robishtuw, David, Altshuler,
; James Flanagan. Gary Seavey. Doi lores Galianc, Margaret Grispi.
Iriih Elfin Gloria Venezia. Sylvia
Doherty. Bettj' Hyland.
McNamara's Band. Robert Gard
ner
M F.ancis Barton with
chorus.
K^ly wim the Capital K. Jane
MUllen and Marjorie Andrews.

Mr. Grady's Party
One Act Play
Tliis play will be performed with
the special permission of the pub
lishers, the Catholic Dramatic
Movement. Milwaukee. Wis.
Oast
Mrs. Flynn,
Claire Brickley
Mr. O’Grady,
David Sullivan
Mrs. OGrady,
Joan Gardner
Michael Flynn,
Francis Barton
Eilee, his sister.
Elizabeth Carr
Gretchen Schultz, friends
at party,
Jacqueline Grispi
Henry Johnson, friends
at party,
Rctoert Gardner
Bert Smith, friends at
party,
Dino Galiano
Abraham Washington
Brown.
John Chisholm.
Time. Afternoon of St. Patrick's
Day.
Place. Livinug room in the home
of Mrs Fl>nn.
Phil the Fluter's Ball, group.
Rosary Time in Ireland, a moving
tableau.
Recitation, “Rosary Time.’’ Con
stance Barton.
Mother Machree. Claire Brickley.
Eight-handed Reel, Marjorie An
drews, Jane Mullen, Francis Barton,
Jacqueline Grispi. Robert Gardner,
Janet Bscorcio, Frances Robishaw,
Maxine Dembow.
Recitation, “Ireland’s Queen.”
Jean Young.
“Good Night Dearie and God
Bless You,” Jean Young with
chorus.
Mra Jane Foley, accompanist.
Motion pictures will be shown
after the concert.

fhe GAS
BLACK MARKET!
WRITE YOUR CAR LICENSE ON

ALL YOUR GAS COUPONS /WWZ

Your

That is exactly what

you will feel when you
own one* of our amaz

ingly

attractive

New

Keefers.

These coats are truly

different.

A

coat

you

could safely buy sight
unseen.

We handle exclusive

ly Strook’s famous line
featuring the new Pala-

tia and Downderry.

Sharp Reductions On

All Furs
Lucien K. Green
&Son
FUBBIEBS

16 School St., Rockland

..
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The Courier-Gazette, was prob
ably inspired by this domain when
he composed the lines quoted at the
Mrs. Springer Harks Back beginning of this article and re
called toy interested readers of my
To the Days Of Her
previous articles.
Ancestors
“George, the Settler” was quite
Twas many rods from shore to i capable otf being the perpetrator of
j this "crime.” He was the son of a
shore.
From West to East twas many more. i lawyer and the grandson of Noah
• —George Emery. j Emery, who "attained the distincIn 1780 Ste-pnen Post cf Seabrook. i tion of being,” says Willis, “the first
Conn., came to South Thomaston lawyer who ever resided in the State
and settled on what is now Post of Maine.’ ’’
If George Emery had a glib tongue
Hill. A few years ago Wesley Post
of Rockland, a descendant, found it and a ready wit, he came honestly
still on record that Stephen Post ob by it. George Emery came to South
tained “three hundred acres of land, Thomaston in 1790 from Kittery. He
no more and no less” from Eteekial settled at Ginn’s Point on the farm
Dodge; also “three hundred acres now the Summer home otf the Misses
of land, more or less” from Gen. Small of Bcston. His sister, Sarah
Knox . These 600 acres, to which he Emery, married Joseph Pillsbury of
later added none acres, extended Kittery and they removed to South
from Post Hill to Crescent Beach. Thomaston (Ash Point) at about the
(Not so many years ago, the Enoch same time; as did the youngest of
Post fa:in, part of this original this family. Nathaniel Emery, born
homestead, was added to what ls April 20, 1772. Incidentally. George
known as Rose Hill Farm). George Emery’s daughter, Mary, married
Emery cited as the author of the Joseph Pillsbury, 3d, and lived in
“Timber Hill Poem.” by a reader of Rcckland. The progenitor of this

Timber Hill Epic

25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.

The Rockland Navigation School pany at Vinalhaven.
The four-masted schooner Charles
had graduated 197 men for the
A. Dean, 1175 gross tons, was
Merchant Marine Service.
The Modern Pants Company re launched from Bean’s shipyard at
moved to this city from Worcester, Camden. Tiie vessel cost $200,000.
W. T Hocking of Tenant’s Harbor
Mass.
bought the George Morton black
Capt. Isaac Philbrook bought the
smith shop for a stone shed.
Alvin Carter residence on Chestnut
street.
The Masonic Food Fair was hav
THE LYRIC MUSE
ing an average daily attendance of
about 2600.
Private Clarence B. Huntley died
in France of double pneumonia,
aged 25 years.
The Board of Aldermen organ
ized with John M. Richardson of
Ward 2, a clerk in Segal's store, as
Publication Limited to
permanent chairman. Guy E. Har
Poems
aden was elected president of the
of Original Composition
Common Council. Among the city
By Subscribers
officials chosen were: Clerk, Oscar
E. Flint; treasurer, Dwight M. Vir
THE BUILDER
gin; city marshal, Almon P Rich
(For
The
Courier-Gazette)
ardson; road commiAioner, Leslie
Man
tolls
to
the
task, the futile day.
A. Ross; chief engineer, W S. Pet- To fill the treasure
troves - -Tomorrow,
tee; tax collector, O. B. Lovejoy; From sunshine, he bulldt» his slender
overseer of poor, E. B. Richardson; Tn thehopes.
thickness of a shadow.
city solicitor, E. C. Payson; auditor. The earth and the fullness thereof
He seeks, ln the song of a swallow;
John O. Stevens.
Shut from the sunshine by the walls,
he builds
A C. MctLoon fitted up a club To shut
from the other fellow,
room over their new machine shop A monument In the mighty hills.
Ls hollow.
N. B Allen .bought the Tolman And each chamber, there,
—Archie Tech
greenhouse on Broad street.
Waltham. Mass.
Willis I. Ayer declined an invi
at at at at
tation to become secretary of the
GIVING
YMCA.
I For The Courier-Gazette)
The city election resulted in a A blessing sure will come to you today
If you will smile.
Democratic victory. Reuben S.
And send a ray of sunshine on. Its way
Thorndike received 947 votes for
Cares to beguile.
mayor and Morris B Perry had 634. We need Just heaps of gladness right
along
The marriages for this period
Need lt so much,
A loving look, a kiss, a willing hand
were:
The Chrlstllke touch.
Friendship, March 2, Oral Teel of You will Increase our store of happi
ness
Port Clyde and Olivia W. Crute of
If you will give.
To those around you sick and in dis
Friendship.
tress
Waldoboro, March 5, Ouy E.
The hope to live.
the sun will surely shine
Overlock and Edith Shibles, both of And know
again tomorrow
And bring release,
Rockport.
of each care, each grief and
North Haven, March 5. Walter Free hidden
sorrow
A heavenly Peace.
Joyce and Vernita Beverage.
Harriet
Cold Parkei
Waldoboro, March 8, Harold P.
Philadelphia.
Perry and Miss Helen P. Benner.
at at at at
Waldoboro, March 8, John H. Mil
HITCH IN HELL
ler and Marion E. Jones.
sitting here and thinking of
Boston. Feb. 9, Arthur Lecky of I am things
I left behind
hate to put on paper what ls
Boston and Mildred Mooue, former And I'd,
running through my mind.
ly of Rockland.
We have dug so many ditches, cleaned
a hundred miles of ground.
• • • •
A neater place this side of hell, I'm
The following births were re
sure cannot be found.
When we die well go to heaven, causa
corded :
We've done our hitch ln hell.
Spruce Head, Feb. 27, to Mr. and We have built so many kitchens where
the cook can stew his beans
Mrs. A. E. Hall, a daughter.
stood a million guard mounts,
Camden, Feb. 24, to Mr. and Mrs We have
and we've cleaned the camp la
trines
L. B. Rokes, a daughter—Althea
We have washed a million pots and
Knowlton.
we’ve washed the C. O s dud*.
count of reveilles we’ve
Friendship, Feb. 23. to Mr. and The actual
stood is hard to tell,
Tn heaven there wild be no reveilles,
Mrs. Thomas Benner .a son.
Rockland, March 4. to Mr. and Cau-e we've done our hitch ln hell.
We have killed a million ants and
Mrs. Robert King, a daughter.
bugs that crawl upon our eats.
a million centipedes and
Rockland, March 7, to Mr and And shook
snakes from dirty sheets.
Mrs. W. C. Stone of Thomaston, a We've picked Regan cactus from the
seats of Khaki pants,
daughter—Kathe: ine Louise.
We've marched a hundred thousand
miles and pitched a million
Vinalhaven, March 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. H .Thompson, a daughter. When camps.
our work on earth ls finished,
then our friends on earth will
Rockland, March 13, to Mr. and
tell.
Mrs. Frank Joost, a son.
Those men went to heaven.
Glen Cove. March 14, to Mr. and Cause they've spent their hitch ln hell.
taken atebrlne dally, those bit- !
Mrs. Eugene Kaler ,a son—Aitbur We've ter
little pills.
Emerson.
To fortify our systems against tha
and the chills,
,
Rockland, March 15, to Mr. and We've fever
seen a million Ack-Ack burst
above us ln the sky,
I
Mrs. Leon J. White, a son—Leigh
As we ran for our slit trenches when
ton Arthur.
the Daisy Cutters fly.
out these lights and cigarettes,*
Thomaston, March 8. to Mr. and "Put we
hear the sargent yell,
Mrs. Albert Wallace, a son.
This aint no picnic, it's another hitch

* «

H enry E MaDonald was elected
president of the Tliomaston High
School Alumni Association.
Union town meeting: H. L. Grin«U. B. E. St. Clair and R M Carroll, selectmen; H. E. Messer, clerk;
George C. Hawes, treasurer. Ap
propriations. $11,700.
Washington town meeting: Jesse
Overlock. Birdell Sidelinger, and
Oeorge L. Sprague, selectmen; G
L. Sprague, clerk; Linwood Turner,
treasurer and collector.
Appleton town meeting: G. W.
Gushee. David Esancy and O. T
Keene, selectmen; B. J. Ness, clerk;
V. O. Keller, collector.
J. L. Tewksbury was elected presi
dent of the Camden Village Cor
poration . The assessors were F. G.
Currier, Walter S. Elliott and
George A. Mixer.
Vinalhaven town meeting: C. L.
Boman, L. W. Sanborn and E. G.
C&rver. selectmen; O JP. Lyons,
clerk; L. R Smith, treasurer; War
ren J. Billings, fire chief.
Mrs. Charles M. Hayden died in
South Thcmaston, aged 62 years.
Fred L. Ludwig of Washington
was appointed justice of the peace
Mrs. H. Nash was elected presi
dent of the Megunticook Grange
Ladies’ Auxiliary in Camden.
M. P Smith was elected presi
dent of the Island Electric Com-

Nervous, Restless
On “CERTAIN DAYS” Of Thi Mntfc?
If functional periodic disturbances
make you feel nervous, cranky, highstrung, tired, weak and “dragged out’*
—at such tlmee—try famousLydia E.
Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound to re
lieve such symptoms. Here’s a product
that helts natuii. Also a fine sto
machic tonic! Follow label directions.
Plnkham’s Compound ls worth, trying!

JLYDIA L PINKHAM’S

family was tlie same, as that of the ' Grandmother Emery, then an old
Pillsbury family, which is so well lady, telling, her of the admitting of
known in New Hampshire annals. Maine to the union, "when I was
Much of the early history of the 20 years old.”
Ephraim Hall Emery’s youngest
“Emerys” and the "Pillsburys” can
be found in “Old Kittery and Her, child. Achsie Sears, was born Ocr.
15. 1841. She was married to Levi
Families.’’
Gad
Perry of Owl’s Head, at Pa
Ephraim Hall Emery, my great
lermo.
Aug. 13. 1864. Levi Perry
grandfather. was the 12th child I
was
the
son of Chandler Perry and
and eighth son of George Emery. ;
a
veteran
of the Civil War. Eph
He was bom July 6, 1806. and was
raim
Hall
Emery died Aug. 9, 1883.
named for Ephraim Hall then the
Baptist minister at South Thomas He was buried in the cld cemetery
ton. Strange to relate. Ephraim on Gitn’s Point where many of the
Hall Emery followed in the foot first settlers were buried. There is
steps of the man for whom he was a small Emery family cemetery on
named, and became a Baptist min Rose Hill Farm where the family of
ister. He preached “in Knox 1837- John Emery, oldest son of George,
42 and in Unity in 1843.’’ March are buried. John Emery married
27. 1832, he married at Islesboro first Hannah Post, and second Mar
Mrs. Temperance Pruden (nee Wil garet Crie-Bartlett.
Marion MacG. Springer,
liams) w’ho was bom April 21, 180k
Rose
Hill
Farm, Owl's Head,
I am the proud owner of two “solid
Feb. 27.
silver” teaspoons marited “S. T. P.”
that belonged to her. After the old
custom they were marked with her
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
husband's first initial, her first
A devotional meeting will be held
initial and their last initial, mean Sunday at 1 30 in the parsonage.
ing “Silas and Temperance Pru
den.” My mother recalled her
Give generously to the Red Cross.

CUTLER’S

chusetts
Horticultural
Society,
which’ stages it, has its own build
ing with adequate accommodations
for such an exhibition. The theme
is: “The Gardens of Our Allies.”
One end of the large exhibition hall
will be given over to a Pan-Ameri
can garden, with a huge waterfall
splashing into a shimmering pool
below. A formal English garden
with a thatch-roof cottage in the
background will add. a home-Uke
touch. A Russian garden will be
planted with materials native to
the vast territories included in the
Soviet Union. A Chinese garden
will be formal1 and architectural in
character. While an American gar
A
den will be naturalistic, with ma
terials gathered from almost every
State.
A rock garden at the home of
Mrs. C. E. Locke .in South (Port
land, designed by Mrs. Harry Hay
ward of Goodwill Gardens, is to be
used in photographic design for
the 1944 catalog cover of the 73d N,
E. ©pring Flower Show, to be held
March 18-25.
M. E. B.

Garden Club Notes

Theme Of Spring Flower
Show In Boston Is “The
Gardens of Our Allies”
Mrs. Edward F. Merrill, State
president of the Garden Club Fed
eration of Maine, says: "The Na
tional program calls for 22,000,000
Victory Gardens in 1044. Don’t
stand still and let the world go by."
“Make no Little plans, They have
no magic to stir Men's blood and
probably themselves might not be
realized. Make Big, plans. Aim high
in home and work, remembering
that a noble, logical diagram once
recorded) will never die, but long
after we are gone, will be a living
thing, asserting with ever growing
insistency. (Let your watchword
be, Order, and your beacon. Beau
ty.” Daniel Burnham.
Boston again this year is the
only city to have a large Spring
flower show. This is made pos
sible by the fact that the Massa
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ANNOUNCING!
FREE STORAGE
Until Fall On Any
SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COAT
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Purchased Now!

DON’T THROW THAT

OLD FUR COAT AWAY!

Trade It In
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
Toward a New One!
I
FOX^

One Day Only!

WEDNESDAY

1
<

V

t

March 15

In hell

• • • »

I'

Tuesday-Friday'

Sggfltt

c SiWtB

When the final taps are sounded and
we shed our earthly cares.
We H pull our best parade of all upon
the Golden Stairs.
The angels will be there to greet ua
_ ____
„ play,
and their harps will
gladly

w“ XifC
Front .-.vats, ycu guys from

$

$(99 and up

a‘~‘“

e

Quine*,
HITCH IN

YOU’VE SPENT YOUR
HELL.
Opl. Cart H. Kalloch
Somewhere In Soifth Pacific.

Take care in the kitchen! In that
one room in the house most burns
occur, according to the National
Safety Council. Do you make it a
practice to turn all handles of
cooking utensils away from tha
edges of the
range to pro
yourself

and members
of your fam
ily from pos
sible burns
through spil
lage of a uten
sil’s hot con
tents? And do
you keep handles turned away
from other lighted top burners,
too? In the emergency of small
and minor burns, it is well to re
member that the simplest treat
ment is now considered the moat
effective in some of the leading
hospitals; be careful not to break
any blisters; cover area with ster3
ile fine mesh gauze to which pe
trolatum, better known as petro
leum jelly, has been liberally ap
plied, and dress with a fairly thick
gauze bandage applied firmly but
not too tightly. Call a doctor im
mediately if the burn is deep or
covers a wide area.

+.

CIVE TO TNE

RED CROSS

• SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

• SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS

TAX INCLUDED

BEWARE OF BURNS!

tect

129
$
179
$
199
$
229

• MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

• NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
• LET-OUT RACCOONS

• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS
• DYED SKUNKS
• SKUNK-DYED OPOSSUMS

TAX INCLUDED

Use the
SCOTT UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN

the only plan of its kind in

• BLACK DYED KIDSKINS

• DYED CARACUL PAWS
• SEAL DYED CONEYS
• BEAVER DYED CONEYS

• BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

TAX INCLUDED

New England which enables you
to make payments most

convenient to fit your

Individual Budget!

• NATURAL SQUIRRELS
• RED FOXES

• PLATINUM DYED NORWEGIAN FOXES

• SILVER DYED FOXES
• RACCOON DYED AMERICAN OPOSSUMS

TAX INCLUDED

OTHER FURS

$5

Is All You
Need Toward
a Glamorous
New SCOTT SUPERBUT FUR COAT!

$79 TO $799

CUTLER’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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